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'With Malice toward None, with Chanty
Volume "XVII.

ROY,

Mora" County,

New Mexico.

ROY PUBLIC SCHOOL

TIip nunila nrp snrwlv eniovinc thesa1
beautiful days during the reces3 and
noon period; practically every game.
imaginable is Deing playea..

liiilM

Church Meeting

Miss Eula. Hanna, teacher of the
seventh and eighth grades was on
the sick list the fore part of the week.
Miss Lasca Gray substituted in her
place during her absence.

Democrats Organize. in Mora

All, and with Firmness in the Right."

Saturday, January

iy)

24.

Legion Officers

NOTES

Several new pupils were enrolled
for the second half of the term.

i Personal Mention

Cor

j

j
j

The farmers oi Hoy and Vicinity
have been very busy and somewhat
secretive of'lalo in meetings and or
ganization of something, of which vai
were told to '"wait a time with patience," 'and we would leani all aboil',
it.
Their activities
culminated !a.;t
week in a meeting and election of officers of the "Mesa
Co.,
of Roy, N. M." with incorporation
papers and the following officers and

An important meeting of the
The High School students have tak- directorate:
Christian Church and Methodist
J. W. Beck, President,
A meeting of the Democratic Coun- en up the study of Commercial ArithChurch Sunday morning is called ty Central Committee of Mora Coun- metic for the last half of the term.
F. II. Foster, Treasurer,
Chris Willera, Secretary,
ty was held at the court house in Mora
to discuss federation.
The first four grades will give u
Shamblin, N. L. Benson, Gen.
John
Saturduy,
17th
Jan.
to
meet
with
state
0, W. HEARN,
on Friday afternoon Janu- H. Ray, J. W. Johnson and Dr. E.
chairman Arthur Seligman and reor. program
31.
Program
2:40.
begin
to
at
P. Brown, Directors.
ganize, preparatory to the campaign ary
Patrons are especially invited to this
Th3 organization is copied aitei'
Jasper Nutter, son of J. N. this fall.
program.
of the most Euccessful farmers
some
Those
who
present
this
were
from
23d
to
Nutter, was marrid Dec.
companies in Oklahoma and elseend of the county were J. W, Beck
Busick
Friday
Elmer
was
absent
a mormon girl.
where ind has the benefit of several
and Irvin Ogden, Sr. of Roy.
Fifty invincible democrats were
County
A, B. Slusher left Wednesday present at the meeting.
Chairman, John P. WoQtton, tendered
for Weir, Kentucky, his old hom his resignation as he is employed in
where he will live in future. We the new bank at Mora and cannot
discharge the duties of the position
are sorry to lose so good a citizen and
manage a campaign also. Ilia
resignation was accepted and J. W.
Oil developement on a scale in- Beck, of Roy, was elected County
volving the expenditure of mil- Chairman with Mr. Aguipita Abeyto,
of Mora as assistant go that the inlions of dollars by the
terests of both ends of the county,
Oil Co, of Kansas City are may have personal attention by a
looming large all over the state, chairman. Blas, Gallegos, of Mora,
remains as secretary and the list of
and local activities of the N-committee-me- n
in all the precincts wa3
N-Co. which' have progressed carefully revised.
Jesus Pacheco, of Guadalupita,
unnoticed for months, rmay break wasHon.
temporary chairman of the meetout in practical developement at ing and Vicente Mares, of Wagon
Mound Vice Chairman.
a days notice.
State Chairman Seligman, in a
short speech presented a number of
Albert,
Mrs. T. E. Mitchell, of
facta from his
data.trom
was the guest of Mrs. F. A. Roy all over the state widen is a lot more
She encouraging ts working Democrats
last Friday and Saturday.
than anything we read in the republishe came with her daughters. can
dailies of the
Mrs. John' M. Coffeen and Miss state, and made his hearers realize
Democracy is merely conserving
Linda, "Jr." who have gone to that
her strength for use in a sure and
Pasadena, California where Miss decisive victory in the election this
.Mitchell will resume her school- fall. He made some newspaper claims
look like ghastly jokes in the face of
ing.
mild facts.
A set of ringing resolutions wero
Mrs. L.E.Deubler is to get the adopted unanimously supporting tne
President, the late Democratic Con.surprise of her young life when gress,
the conduct of the war and the
she gets home today and finds peace treaty and laying the blame for
the E. F. Ivey home east ef town unfair taxes deplorable political conin the state and county where
for ditionsbelong,
all furnished and dolled-u- p
pledging loyalty to cs-- j
they
her during her absence by a dot- mocracy in the future and invoking
ing husband. We were made to federal aid in suppressing the crimin-ja- l
element of republican success in
suppress this last week.
past elections and the protection of
the ballot from those who, in the past,
lhave answered to the questions "How
last
gears"
"Shifted
The
stands the ballot in your precinct?
week from Volume 1G to Vol. 17 by the query "How many do you
we intended to write a spiel over ;need?"
Attorney E. E. Veeder was present
it but a remark we overheard on and spoke briefly calling attention to
the street deterred us. A driver the manner in which the State Lands
been squandered by a republiwas trying to get in high" with (have
can administration, calling special ata noise, like sawing a nail and an tention to more than $200,000.00 ot
observant native said, with the interest alone which should lawfully
the
"Teo have accrued at 4 per cent inOffice
expressive native shru
banks whore the State Land
It struck-i- n funds have been deposited, all of which
mooehc
on us so forcibly that we just as ' has been grafted, and the people taxed
to supply the money and the schools
quietly as possible, "Slipped the of
the state denied the money for educlutch" and drove on.
cational purposes that official grafi-,er- s
might wax rich or campaign funds
;for the dominant .party be swollen
Harmony Eebeknh Lodge installed and the costs taxed to the demoofficers at their regular meeting Fri- crats. It was a bitter arraignment
day evening. Mrs. Ethel Harper, ot and most of his hearers had recent
The proof of the truth of It.
Wills, D. D. G. M. officiating.
We have every reason to expect a
officers installed were:
fast and clean campaign this fall urr-dMrs. Myra 0. DeFrees, N. G.
the leadership of Mr. Beck and
Mrs. George Lewis, V. G.
Mr. Abeyta, and if we get the support
Mrs. Emilia Kitchell, Treas.
of the U. S. Marshalls office at the
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.
Lunch was served following the in. polling places there is no reason why
stallation and plans made to increase the Democrats can't win in Mora couninterest in the lodge and get the good ty.
The road to Mora from Las Vegas
of it in future.
has been changed and much work han
W. H. Bartlett, Jr., son of the late been done on it and it is a positively
W. H. Bartlett,. and heir to the splen- delightful trip in fine weather.
did Bartlett estate at Verraejo Park,
Stanislaus Rychlewski, reports the
died of pneumonia a Santa Barbara,
California, last Friday. He is the illness of'two of his children from
third member of the family to die Rheumatism. They have been ill since
soon after Christmas and are still conwithin a year,
fined to their beds. The daughter is
Henry Stone came in from the unable to even feed herself and the'
ranch in La Cinta last week with 1 son is not much better off.
They have had a very serious time
and tenderloin
sample of back-bon- e
from one of the pigs he had just of it for all of them.
butchered, and we have been living
Roy is to have an undertaker and
spring
high every since. Corn-fe- d
F.mhalmer at last. Mr. I.
I.iirnRPil
this
and
meat
pig is hard to beat for
who carries a license from
was the finest we have tasted in a long C. Dodds,
statp nf Illinois and has years of
time. Moms Baker had helped Henry tha
view
butcher and we are glad to know them experience, is now in Roy with a cresent
nis
tor
has
locating
to
and
both.
dentials, will see the State Board and
ofbe ready to render the Roy public a
Foster's
Judge
at
held
trial
A
Nicholservice which has heretofore been a
C.
A.
in
resulted
fice last week
of trouble, delav and expense
son being placed under a small bond
or Tucumcari for
to be investigated by the grand jury. in sending to Raton will
also mean a
It
undertaker.
an
Refinery
Peco
the
by
charged
was
He
and Mr.
direction
funeral
and
hearse
applied
having
Co. of Tucumcari, with
welcomed to town but
funds collected for them to his own rind.! will be
want to
While the amount he was he is the last man any of us
.use.
professionally;
meet
than
less
j
was
taking
with
charged
of the Illinois
Tha
commissions due him and was acTractor by representatives of the com
counted for so that, to a
party it Eeemed there was no criminal pany was held out at ur. a., r. rsrown s
west-- nf town Saturday.
It made
action or intent manifested, and those
who attended the trial are very much n fino eVinxvintr hut the ground was too
in sympathy with Mr. Nicholson. He wet for the disc plows to do their
has made a very favorable impress- best work in. The Anderson Krotners
ion during his stay hero and we Roy will sell these tractors this summer
people back our judgment when Wb anil have ourchased the demonstra
tion machine for their own use.
believe a man is all right).
al

E.
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bought-with-a-pri-
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on account of illness. Elmer has a
experience of
splendid record of attendance, having years' of successful
missed only one day since the begin, others. Notably, a Farmers' Elevator at a town in Oklahoma, well knowi.
ning of the term.
to some of the members, has earned
Harry Lee Judy has been absent a dividend of 65 per cent this year
on the money invested in business
on account of illness this week.
Nelle Kitchell, Roy Self and Dessie competition with regular '.rivets capGilstrap have not been absent this ital, and other instances, the established precedents from which, this orterm.
ganisation is established.
Luella Pendleton was out of school
We expect to publis'i the incorportuesday on account of sickness.
ation papers for this company in the
Lula Mahoney was absent from near future. Its plans are, we are
told, to establish a headquarters for
school Tuesday,
business in Roy, secure ample real
Misses Clara and Ollie Wendland estate and deal in commodities
with what appeal's nu.fct es
have been absent from school the past
tial ond getting into the game as
two weeks on account of sickness.
fast as conditions warrant. They will
Miss Effie Cole who has been absent meet all fair competition in a, business
on account of sickness is back in way, treat all business associates right
school again.
and conduct business on a fair and
safe
margin of profit and endeavor to
Miss Mabel White was enrolled in
buildT up the town and community.
the seventh grade last week.
The capital is all subscribed by memMiss Pearl Strawn has been enrolled bers and no one will be allowed to
gain
controlling interest.
as a new eighth grade student,
It is planned to have the business
Ysabclita Mascaranez enrolled in managed by the best managerial talthe 1st Primary Monday, this makes ent to be found, pay for it, and make
67 in the first Primary Grade.
it a model corporation with dividends
returning to the producers who fLittle Johnnie Holt sol aw is back in inance and own it.
school affer several days absence.
stockholders will not be encouraged
Every desk is occupied in the 3rd and it is one plan, to supply credit to
and 4th grades and some of the seats members whereby they may be ent
are occupied by two pupils. There' abled to market their crops when
and convenience dictates inare only 00 desks in thig room, so you
can. imagine how crowded this room stead of being forced by circumstances
to sacrifice crops or stock to meet obis.
.

g

Non-reside- nt

ligations,

.

First Grade has taken up the All in all, the theory is most excelstuuy of tne Mew Beason First Read- lent and if put into practice intelligently will result in great good to
er tor the last half of the term.
The

Number

The Floershcim Mercantile Co.
case appealed from the District Couri
to the Supreme Court has at last been
acted upon and the decision of th
lower court reversed. This is the caso
wherein Leandro Archuleta sued foi
damages because of the big fire May
31, 1917 which destroyed most of thd
town of Roy.

Tony Heimann is laid up with a
crushed ankle. His horse fell on it
last week. He went to Dawson and
had it
and will not walk on it
for some time. His crutches and the
Dodge car he treated himself to at
Denver last Christmas make it possible for him to get round and come
to town daily.

It is a shocking case and proves
the need of laws for the protection ot
citizens from persecution by courts
and juriér.
The general sentiment of this community over the termination of this
case as a grim satisfaction that tha
injustices was not sanctioned by the
higher tribunal.

Roy Wood is the, new cljrk at the
Fairview Pharmacy, sureesding Ernest
Anderson who can't stay inside while
the new shop is building and will
get busy with, his brothers wher. it
is completed in the garage and machine shop and make uso of the training he had in the army transport service and in France.
Roy should be a very popular drug
clerk and we expect to see him remain
and become a fixture at th popular
soda fountain.

The American Legion, Post No. 33,
of Roy, has elected all of its officers
and is started off for the year with
an enthusiastic membership. The new
officers are:
C. Ernest Anderson, Post Command-

22-2- 6,

Archuleta charged Floersheim

Co.

with causing the fire and not trying
they are revolting against taxes. At to stop'it and the court at Las Vega
Mora we found many people compar- sustained charge and assessed daming the amount they have to pay tax- ages amounting to the loss of Árchu
es on with what they would be glad leta's building.
Had the case been
to sell the property for and finding sustained it is hard to figure when
it 'from over valued to doubled the it would have ended. All the property
actual value of the property. It would destroyed would have been chargabla
seem that the State Tax Commission to the Floersheim Co. as well as their
should send out some one nexfy time insurance, and they were charged with
who had some idea of values or at criminal action as well.
At the trial, many of Floersheim'
least some sense and a conscience
Confiscation of a mans property by witnesses were persons who had sufunjust and unfair taxation is a worse fered loss by the fire, who saw and
crime than confiscation by I. W. W. knew how it started and were shocked
methods. One is as bad as the other. at the effrontery of the charge of the
charge of arson and negligence.
Governor Larrizolo was attorney
Dr. Bills, of Abbott, came down to
Roy Monday on land business and re- for Mr. Archuleta. The case has cost
mained to visit friends till Tuesday. the Floersheim Co. more than $5000.00
The Dr. is in poor health and has to defend themselves agfcinst the criminal charge and protect their integceased active life on the ranch.

rity and their interests as business

men.

er,

0. H.

,

Redd, Sr., Vive Com.
1. F. Smith, Jr., Vice Com.,
Antonio N. Hanson, Post Adjutant,
Ellis Abernathy, Finance Officer.

Miss O'Brien is the guest of Mrs. F.
A. Roy and we understand her Dres- Most people are displaying rheir new ence here is one stage of an army
Licenses now and those who manee which we will have the pleasure
recording in the future.
have not yet received theirs are wor-jo- f
rying lest they be asked why. You
Ellis Abernathy has been doing
can cut out COO miles of driving with
your flivver and save the price of a sme plumbing at the Plumlee Hospit-licentag and a little or. your tive:. U1 this week. He is resigned to hia
jfate of batching it out pn the farm
The Anderson Brothers have tho,and declines to take any radical steps
'concrete foundation completed for one to get out of it.
section of their new building and will r
Mrs. G. R. Abernathy submitted
soon have it up and install their
blacksmithing outfit in it while they to an operation' at a hospital at Kirks-vill- e,
Missouri this week for the rebuild the rest.
moval of a large intrftinal tumor
Melville Floershcim went to Albu- which has caused her ill health for a
querque Monday to attend a inven- long time. The operation was success- tion of business men of some kind, ful and her recovery is quite certain
as substitute for R. E. AUdredge who but it will require her to remain at
was unable to go on account of other the hospital for two or three month.
to

se

Notice
rs

ed

.

Reversed

The Assessor for Mora County has
sent out notices that he wiil be in thi?
end of the county next week and will
be located as follows:
January
at Soiano,
January 27 to February 3d,' at Roy,
February 4 to 10, at Mills.
See him and list your property for
taxation. Of course, it will hurt but
not as'bad as having it guessed high
and then 25 per cent added for penalty for not listing it.
Roy 3 not the only place where

l'Jiití-191-

is rumored and with good founThe warm, summerlike weather of
dation that one of the Roy pupils will the past week almost makes us forbe married next Monday. Miss Ofelia get the rigors of the weather a year
Lucero is the lucky bride.
ago., Then it was grim winter now
the young people picnic at the canyons
It's too bad that oir basket balls every Sunday. :
so,
that we might
have not yet arrived
enjoy these beautiful days.
Origin of Wall Paper.
Where aii oouid bee.
The Chinese were the first to use paMy most embarrassing moment was
per for decorating or covering the
experienced nt nn evening church
walls of rooms. "The Dutch are supwedding n short time ago. As we
posed to have Introduced the use of
were late, most of the seats had been wall
pnpt'r Into Europe In the sixalIt.
go
necessary
to
was
so
nken.
century.
teenth
The earliest sale
most to the front pew. 1 sat down known in the
Hulled Slnles was In
md calmly removed jny hat, when to 1715 In Philudülphlíi, where Charles
my mortfflcntlon my escort naked If I
Ilnrgreave advertised the huslnesH. A
thought 1 whs nt the movies. The lint person nmned FVson
manufactured
vas hurriedly ndjusted. but I felt
wall paper in Philadelphia nhonl
during ihe entire ceremony. 1747. Chicago Tribune.

F.M. Co. Case

Tax Assessor

predut.'ct's.
Aletha Gray and Mud Johnson High
of failure are all in
Tht!
School students were on the sick litt management. It is a well known fact
'
I'uesday.
that more than 90 per cent of business
ventures are failures when private!y
and
fixed
Yes we have the pump
there are not so many tairsty pupils owned. The same chances affect this
incorporation. We had
now.
rather take chances with it than with
wild-cpropositions that
Trof. Graham who has been on the any of the
peddled
on the mesa 'thh
huve
been
sick list tor the past ten days is reported improving nicely and will no fall and the ample financial backing
doubt be uack at work uy tne end oi ulready pledges it assures it of mean
Postmaster Johnson ana to conduct a large business without business matters.
che week.
Mrs. Aiulrcdge huve Deen suostitut-in- g tne probability of financial embarrass,
Mel. will be back with a compre- ment.
during his absence.
Ihensive knowledge of all that was
done there.
Word was received by the Roy
A. R. C. HOME SERVICE
School that A. K. Davis Jr. will gradfor 191S tax, the
The tax-rat- e
uate from the HI Paso High Scnoul
The Secretary of the Home service
this week. Archie was a former stunotices for which are now being
requests
Red
of
Cross
department
the
dent oi "the. uoy School Horn
follovys
all soldiers to have copies of their received are
discharges made and certified to beVILLAGE of ROY
It is our intention to keep the S. A. fore a Notary, that they may send
.0201
readers informed of the happenings thesa copies in with their final proof State and Conuty levy,
of our school each week for the bal- papers, and thus save the possible
.001
38
Special Dist.
ance of the term thru the columns loss of the original discharge.
regarding
Any
these
information
Roy,
.015
Village of
of the paper.
two soldiers will be appreciated by
Toíígí
The enrollment for the school this the Home Service Secretary.
Total on each $1.00
week is as follows:
Corp. Earl Dudley Scott, Co. L 104th
First primary
fourth 62; fifth and sixth 44; seventh Inf. Serial No. 73G98.
ROY SCHOOL DISTRICT
and eighth 35; high school 15 or a
Juan Arguello, of Roy. New Mexico.
.0201
State and Cmnty tax
total of 2C8 pupils enrolled. Not so
bad for a little town of 700 people,
Wagon loads of shelled corn are now Special District S3,
.001
"
do you think so?
,
coming to market in Roy almost as
.0211
Total.
fast as wheat comes in and finds a
It is a noticeable fact that very ready market. The John II. Moore
few patrons have visited the school. Co. is loading cars and shipping and a
We would appreciate very much it number of ranchmen are buying a
every patron of the district would supply in lease of bad weather later
visit our school and see the work on. It seems a mistake to ship much
To All Tax-Payeof
being done in the school.
This is corn from the mesa. The crop is
County.
Mora
your school as well as our school.
large but theer is no more corn here
will be needed for feed before
than
The crowded conditions of the Roy
crop grows and it seems
In accordance with Chapter
School at present is surely evidence another,
short-sightto ship it out and then 101, Sec. 1, Laws of 1919 State
buildSchool
High
we
need
new
a
that
shipped back with coming. Why not let our 1920 slogan be, have to buy it
handling
and freight charges of New Mexico, notice is hereby
missions,
"A New High School for Roy."
added making the price three times given that the Tax Roll or AsMiss Adrcon the new teacher for what it now sells for. Money spent sessment Book for the year 1919
the second primary has taken the for corn now that you will need next
dework over caused by the resignation summer would save you more than for the county of Mora, was
peddle
to
anybody
tries
undersigned
any
stocks
me,
livered to
the
of Mrs. Carr and is getting started
to you will ever make you.
off nicely in the work .
29th
on

It

2

County Treasurer
the
day of December, A.D. 1619,

You are further notified that
alleging error in
any
his assessment, must file his com
plaint or petition for the correction of same, as require by law,
within sx months from the date
above, said petition or complaint
must be filed with the District
Attorney. No complaints or petitions can be filed after six
Tax-Pay-

months.

er

1--

FRED S. BROWN,
N
County Treasurer,
Deputy.
Sanchez,
by Philip N.

I

yet.
They have had a pleasant visit with
relatives in many places before having
the operation performed.

Mrs. Henry Stone i still in the
hospital at Dawson with the injuries
she received several weeks ago. Her
daughter. Mrs. R. Kilmurray, is there
nlso caring 'for her. She has had
more bad luck in the way of getting
hurt than any one wo know.
T. A. Smith, the Roy dray-mais back from Arkansas and refuses t
tell why he came but we all know it
was just plain homesickness
that
hrougnt him back. He has been well
fed and looks like he wanted to get
back to work again.
n,

Mayor Fred S. Brown went to Las
Vegas Monday. He
ho was going
to meet a bunch of N
York oil men
and see how many willa they want
to drill, and that he was not going
He is quite fire that anyon&
connected with the tax gatherers office is entitled to sympathy at the
present time.

f'

Rev. Howell and Jim Johnson, Jr.
have started up the Roy Broom Fac
tory ana are mamng up a lot or
broom corn into a high grade of
brooms which Wm. G. Johnson is selling to the trade which has been demanding them ever since the factory
shut down last spring. .

Rats Prolific.
female rat produces 100 or mora
young In Its lifetime.
A

Mrs. Gibbons, a daughter of Rev.
was brouglil to the Plumlee
Hospital in Roy Saturday. She has
been dangerously ill for some weeks
at her home near Mofax and an operation may be necessary to her recovery. , She ha3 improved materially
since arriving at the hospital. "Jr.
and Anna" are caring for her baby,
during her illness and Rev. Howell
and wife have secured room3 at the
Dr. Self Sanitarium and will live In
town.
Howell,

W. H. Wilcox

and wife

returne--

J

Sunday from a months fiojourn at
El Paso. Mrs. V'. is much improve.l
in health by her vacation and 3 back
at her home and Red Cress duties
with renewed enthusiasm.

'

I

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

chosen to wound. Herself the mosi
d
of women, she became
unjust, ungenerous and cruel as dead
love.
He was giving her the treatment for

WHITE MAM

5

Author of "Home," "Through Stained Glass0 "John Dogardus," Etc.

-

(OopjrrtgH

H

T

Bobbs-Merrt-

Co.)

ll

St
"NEVER

FORGET.

I

AM

HERE FOR YOU."

Andrea Pellor, handsome daughter of Lord Pellor, Impecunious aristocrat,
diamond mine owner.
but wealthy middle-age- d
She disconsolately wanders from her hotel In South Africa, and discovers an
aviator about to fly from the beach. Impulsively, of course imagining that the
trip will be merely a pleasant excursion, she begs to be taken for a flight,
although she does not know him. He somewhat unwillingly agrees, and they
tart. When she realizes her unknown aviator Is not going back Andrea in
desperation tries to choke him with one of her stockings. He thwarts her and
they sail on Into the very heart of Africa, Landing In an Immense craal, Andrea finds the natives all bow In worship to her mysterious companion. White
Man conlnues deaf to Andrea's pleadings to be restored to her friends. She
goes on a day's hunting trip with White Man and thoroughly enjoys the exclt-in- g
experience. White Man by a BktUful shot saves her from the attack of a
sable bull and she is fast becoming reconciled to her fate after eight days In
the craal. On another expedition the donkey on which Andrea is mounted
runs away with her and she is for a moment made ridiculous. White Man
explains the African method of wife purchase, "obolo." She Is horrified. After
& tedious tramp three bull elephants are sighted and Andrea Is transfixed by
the excitement of the chase. Back at the camp White Man warns Andrea
against another white man In the region. She makes light of the warning.
Is doomed to marry an Illiterate

,

CHAPTER

VlllContlnued.
9

.

GEORGE AGNEW
CHAMBERLAIN

She decided to cry a little more and
found she couldn't Tears had withdrawn before an Ineffectual rage. Her
face hardened. Well, If she couldn't
cry, something must happen ; If not on
Its own, then It must be forced. She
wondered what the white man was
doing. Perhaps he was sound asleep ;
perhaps he was even snoring I What
did she know about this man, anyway?
Was he human? Had he Uve points of
contact or was he an impalpable creation of her sick brain? Perhaps she
wasn't here at alii If she screamed,
would Aunty Owen come running In
or
Her eyes, following the sequence
of her thoughts, fell upon the barred

He told himself there was every reason to hasten, for he could feel her
soft warm body, shaken with sobs,
wrapping itself round his heart and
crushing it beyond repair. He laid her
on the couch in his room, made a nest
for her in the many pelts with which
It was covered, pillowed her head In a

"How old are you, White Man?" she found them burning all burning.
"Last night," he said, "when you were
"Thirty-fou- r,
normally," be an in here, you didn't use your curtain?
swered Instantly, and went on with his You left the light on?"
absorbing reading almost without a
She did not answer beyond a stare
break.
from glassy eyes. Her face was white,
Andrea fell silent, even her thoughts her lins a straight purple line. Her
stopped talking. Gradually the flow shoulders were rigid, but beneath them
ing voice possessed her, picked her up her body was twisting and turning as
lightly, bore her away and away. In though in a desperate effort to tear
other words, she slept as children Itself away from the sentient seat of
sleep when put to bed in the good old pain.
way.
"Is it as bad as that?" said M'sungo.
When she awoke, hours later, the Into his voice had already come the
room was heavy with the acrid smell calm of a man accustomed to the face
of lanterns burned too low, Vut to of danger. "I'm going to leave you
"When
make up for that, the rain had ceased for a moment," he continued.
and sunlight poured in through the I come I'll take the pain away."
He stepped toward the barred door
open door. M'sungo was sitting as he
had sat, reading as he had been read- and tried to open it. So intent was he
ing. The flow of his voice was ex- on getting to his room that he glanced
actly the same as though he himself at the cord and saw only that it was
had been caught in a current that hindering him. He drew out his knife,
cut the bar free and hurried on. The
would not let him stop.
Andrea drew a quivering breath. three minutes be was gone seemed an
She saw instinctively the workings of eternity to Andrea. When he came
his mind. He wished her to awake back he carried in one hand a medí
without awaking to come to the new cine case and in the other a hypoday with the selfsame smile in her dermic syringe already filled. He set
heart that had been there when she the case down carefully, grasped and
slept' He called upon her to play the
game through and she decided to do
arms,
it She stretched her baredoublet!
yawned, rubbed her eyes with
fists, laughed and then threw out both
hands to him.
"Take me back," she said.
The book fell from his hands. He
turned and stared at her with the
hungry eyes of a man who sees for the
first time one of the rarest of Ood's
creatures namely, a woman whose
youth stands by her in the disheveled
morning, defies the ugly finger of
gross slumber and proclaims her love
ly beyond the limits set by the wrinkling seams of coarser and less
blessed fabrics. For a moment his
gaze wavered as though before too
strong a light, then it steadied and his
face grew stern. He arose.
asked.

.

bundle of furs and drew over her a
gayly figured sarong.
You were cold," he said, . as he
tucked her in; then he knelt beside
her, took her hand in both of his and
suddenly laid his face In her open
palm, still moist with her tears.
Andrea drew a long whimpering
sigh and nestled down against the
warm furs. Her eyes gazed Imperson
ally and a little wonderlngly at M'sun
go's bowed head ; then they wandered
door.
She arose, put on her slippers and about the room. So this was where he
her bathrobe, walked deliberately to had lived and worked during many
the door, grasped the bar with two months,! It was a bachelor's room,
trembling hands and threw It up with arranged at once for comfort, utility
all her strength. The clang of the far- and sloth. On one side was his cot,
away gong rang out above the din of permanently inclosed In mosquito net
the droning rain. Following It instant- ting and having at its head a lantern
ly came the thud of a falling chair. for reading in bed. Next to it, came a
The door, released, swung slowly open high draughtsman's desk roughly
creak of unoiled made of packing cases. On each end
with a
hinges. Andrea was suddenly fright- of it, guttering candles, still lighted,
"Come on," he said.
ened.
rose from mysterious pedestals, empty
She threw her arms about bis neck ;
way bottles, disguised under cascades of he picked her up, sarong and all, and
' Coming through the covered
passed solemnly the length of the covshe could hear the swift crush of hur- molten wax.
rying steps. M'sungo, fully dressed,
In the shadow of the high desk stood ered way. He could feel her face
shot Into the center of her room and the one utterly incongruous bit of fur- prewed hard against his shoulder and
whirled. In his hands, held at the hip, niture, a glistening mahogany phono her loosened hair was like a cloud
finger on trigger, was a villainous graph. Andrea's eyes passed It and beneath his chin. Her arms clung to
sawed-ofshotgun. Only his long train- then went back to linger for an in- him tightly, her body trembled,, her
ing to look twice before he fired save d stant Ini vague wonder. Why had eyes twinkled and her lips murmured
Andrea when his eyes brought him the M'sungo never brought It out? Never audibly, "Remember, Andrea Pellor,
startling conviction that besides him played it? She was not interested you're Just a kiddie."
self she was the only other living thing enough to ask aloud.
He dropped her on her cot with a
in the room. She stared at him, wide-eye- d
that surprised the six straddling
thud
Andrea's eyes finished their slow
legs of that sturdy campaigner Into
and trembling. She saw his figof the room and came back to
circuit
ure, keyed to one sort of combat, relax
stringent protest and incidentally
only to grow slowly tense again. He the white man's bowed head. He had startled one young lady.
not moved and she herself had tain
turned, laid the shotgun aside and very
"There you are, you little devil," he
still, more through languor than
sure
swift
with
her
came toward
growled and strode from the room
by volition. She had been in that state
Andrea Pellor, You're
strides. For an Instant his eyes
a dog who has "Remember,
subdued consciousness which with the satisfied air of
Just a Kiddie."
wavered but as he drew nearer they of
home eight pounds of
carried
Just
sweeps
humanity
to
troubled
the
back
steadied to transfix and hold her
prime roast Intact
borderland of childhood, but now her
bared Andrea's forearm, rubbed it with
pinned against the wall.
Andrea watched him go, then she alcohol and quickly gave her an in
mind awoke. A deep flush stained her
Damner
She felt herself struggling as against neck
cora
irom
"Skip the next five minutes,"
and crept up through her cheeks, arose, took the
an unjust accusation. Under her
upon the door to jection.
with it to her eyes a look of robe and advanced
carrylngi
said.
he
"Fasten your mind to five
trembling hands, her heart beat with
way. She closed it, let
sudden age. Her hand, imprisoned the covered
minutes from now." She only moaned
bound
great irregular throbs. A lump rose
cord
to show that she heard him.
under the man's cheek, doubled and down the bar and with the
hard
In her throat and It seemed as though
contracted into a hard little fist. He It In place. She tied knot afterone
But even before the five minutes
of
each
looked up quickly and saw the transi knot, and as she drew
were up she could feel peace coming
you
give
to
said,
them tight she
"Just
to her body slowly and from far away,
tion that haa come to her face. "Don't
Pellor."
give in to it," he said, throwing one time to think twice, Andrea
as though it feared to pounce upon her
suddenly. When it settled upon her It
arm across her knees. "Don't give in
CHAPTER IX.
brought with it a drowsy and Ineffable
so blind
to age. Do you think. I
Her eyes could move once more
relief.
that I don't know where I found you?
Scarcely had she finished when a
In their sockets. They followed the
Why do you think I am on my knee.
sudden languor seized her. She knew
white man as he made his rapid prepIt's in reverence before the glimpse
that she ought to bathe and dress aration for a long siege. She heard
that I caught of the girlhood of An quickly,
for M'sungo would be keen him call Bathtub and Issue a string
drea Pellor. My arms are trembling
his breakfast after his "white"
for
carry
of orders; then he brought a chair
her
because they have dared to
night. Why did all Latins call a sleep- close to the cot and sat down.
clean youth, soft and warm as it was
Her
Bight "white," anyway?
"Andrea," he said quietly, "we're up
before the touch of the world and less puckered over
problem and
that
brows
against it, you and I. I can't say Just
a
years, and my heart Is aching with
it seemed as though she must puzzle what It Is. It may be ptomaine, you
memory that will never die."
it out before she did anything else.
Man,"
said Andrea, her face She crept into her cot to attend to it may have been sickening for appen
"White
unsoftened,
"would you pay three A cold wave swept over her body and dicitis, but I'm almost afraid it isn't
either of those. If it's fever, It is per
pounds for me?"
left it frozen ; a pain stabbed Into her nicious."
Her eyes stared at him,
He stared at her, leaped to his feet side.
hung upon his face.
red-hand started pacing up and down be
The pain was like a knife,
He took one of her hands in his.
side the couch, a look of thunder on It terrified her. In an instant her
breaking all the rules by fright"I'm
his brow. ,"No," he said, "I wouldn't" tongue was parched, her eyes were
ening you," he went on, "and I do it
to
the
went
looking
he
her
at
Without
burning. So suddenly had jsickness purposely. I do it because I've learned
bookcase and, after a moment, drew come upon her that even in the face
that you and I are brothers in one
out a worn volume; then he placed a of Its clamoring presence, her mind
thing. We're fighters. All the blood
so
the
to
couch
that
close
would
the
Chair
declared it incredible. Surely it
In our Veins flows one way up hill to
light of the lantern would fall over his pass swiftly as it had come. She battle. We don't know when to quit.
shoulder, sat down and began to read clenched her teeth and waited. There No d
fever can show us where to
aloud.
was a look in her face as though she get off. It's going to be shoulder to
Verygradually the hardened and listened.
shoulder, and if you go back on me
cheapened look in Andrea's eyes died
The pain ceased. When It came I'll go back on God, for I trust you as
out They grew wide again and dwelt bock again It was no longer a knife I've never trusted any living thing."
dreamily on the man's slim figure. She but the raving fangs of a wolf tearing
Her hands twisted in his and gripped
saw many things about him she had their way toward the vitals of her his fingers.
"You're great y White
was
never noted before. His hair
body. She tried to clench her teeth, Man," she said softly.
"You're like
crisp and touched with premature to keep silence until the spasm passed that a fighter and it's sweet of you
gray at the temples; his shoulders but she could not hold out. "White to ring me in. No d
fever can
were broad and his hips very narrow, Man I" she moaned and then, realizing show you no d
" She crumpled
He had a good "boot leg," but his feet that she must make him hear now or up and cried.
were small enough to preserve bal never, she gathered all her strength
"Good for you" said M'sungo
the
Into
Shot
Dressed,
Fully
M'sungo,
ance even there. In spite of his height, and screamed.
promptly, "cry now. It can't do you'a
Whirled,
Center of Her Room and
by grace of the life
he was well-knShe heard quick steps coming from bit of harm and it will probably put
the craal, a thundering on her door you to sleep. But when you wake, if
It must strangle her if she did not let he had led.
It out. In her desperation she hurled
"He Is very strong," thought Andrea and then his voice, "Am I to come In?' you want to cry then, please come up
She tried to cry out again and could crying mad and ready to set your teeth
herself forward, threw her arms about as she remembered how lightly he had
neck, pressed her face swung her into his arms. Then she not; tears poured down her cheeks, in the throat of pain. For he'll have
M'sungo's
n
against blm and sobbed.
began to think of other things about But the white men did not wait; an- jsou, Kiddie, he'll have you in a
"Oh, White ,Man," she gasped, "I him. He never was too tired to shave other moment and be was standing
and I can't always stick blm
before the evening meal. He had over her twisted body. She looked up with the needle."
was so lonely I am so lonely."
It was even as he said. All day and
The embrace of a woman is one shown an almost uncanny tact in fore- The stricken look' in her frightened
fhlng; the clinging of a child quite an- seeing and preventing the embarrass- eyes was as nothing to the sudden all night the battle raged, and there
other. The sternness in M'sungo's eyes ing situations that one would have terror that had come into his own. He were moments when Andrea forgot
died suddenly; the hard look In his thought inevitable under the circum sank to his knees. "You are ill?" he that she was a fighter, begged with
gasping, heartrending moans for opium
face faded, vunlshed and gave place to stances of their Ufe together. He never breathed.
He passed his cool hand across her and relief, and when he refused, her
one of great tenderness. He' gathered forgot. He had called her "my deal
Andrea up In his arms and carried girl" once and she had shown that she forehead, held his fingers to the pulse tongue turned bitter, sharp as a ser
fcer quickly through the covered way. hated it. It was enough.
in her throat, grasped her wrists and pent's tooth. Each word she said was
s

long-draw- n

T

'

pernicious malaria. Together witn
every other white man who has served
apprenticeship to Africa he had an
extraordinary store of rough and ready
medical knowledge. To such men only
six drugs are essential, all others being
classed as furbelows of the pampered
sick room, and with these they work
Kill or cure is
as with elementáis.
their motto, the saving Idea being that
If the patient can't stand punishment
he would go under In any case.
On those rare occasions when An
drea's spasms conquered his reluctance
to use the needle he would watch her
until the opiate stilled her and then
fall into his chair and to sleep. "I am
here," he would say even as his lids
closed. "Never forget, I'm here for
you. Touch me or speak to me and
I'll awake." It was true. In spite of
his long vigil he kept deep slumber
at a distance by an effort of the will
like a man who sets a clock In his
mind and trusts to his' subconscious
self to call him at the hour marked.
The afternoon of the second day
found Andrea unusually subdued and
not deceived. He
still, but he wa
looked at her eyes and saw that their
pupils still appeared convex and glassy
like the eyes of a fish. They stared at
hira with an immeasurable gravity.
When her dry lips parted, he shrank

it
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TOO WEAK TO
DO AÍ1YTI1IÍ1G
ASerious Feminine Illness Remedied
Bj Lydia E. Pinkham'i Vegetable
Compound.

sanf "
of my children I had displacement and
was so

i

WC BK

couldn't do anything
I found a book
about Lydia E.

Pink-- h

Vegetable

a m's

Compound ao

thought I would try
it, and after taking
it I soon felt better. That was fifteen years ago and
I have felt well ever
since except that I
had a slight attack
of the trouble some time ago and took
some more of your Compound and was
soon all right again. I always recommend your medicine and you may publish my testimonial for the benefit of

Jules Bero, Jr.,
other women.
R. 1,, Box 99, Casco, Wis.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and herbs,
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
and today holds the record of being the
most successful remedy for female ills
in this country, and thousands of voluntary testimonials prove this fact
If you have the slightest doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- will help you, write to Lydia E.
Fsund
Medicine Co. (confidential)
even before she spoke.
advice. Your letter
"I wish you would go away," she Lynn, Mass., for
opened, read and answered by a
said quietly. "I don't like to look at will be and held in strict confidence.
woman,
you; I don't wish you to look at me,
I will be glad if I never see you again,
There is no one In the world that I
wish ever to see again. Please send me
that nigger, Bathtub. If I must have
some one I would rather have hlra."
He arose, called Bathtub and made
him squat on the floor where her eyes
could quickly find him; then he went
to the door behind her and stood for
a long time looking out across tne
Bell-an- s
glaring craal. The rays of the sun
Hot
space
with
descended on that beaten
Relief
an almost audible contact. The leaves
of the acacias were shriveled; not a
LL-A-NS
woman or a child was visible, and even
the fowls crowded close In the shad
FOR INDIGESTION
ows of the eaves.
He took one step out and looked up
His Branch.
Into the bowl of blue. His tired eyes
you had to enlist for overseas
"If
and
to
zenith
searched it from horizon
duty again, what branch would you
back to the hot level of the earth. It choose?"
was empty. Its hollow infinity pressed
"The peace delegation."
down upon his breast with a measureless weight. He had come out for a
parley, remonstrance on his lips, bul
he had forgotten that in the tropica
God walks only at night.
You naturally feel secure when yon
He turned, went back to his post ant
know that the medicine you are about to
sat down, dismissing Bathtub with
take is absolutely pure and contains no
nod. Andrea's eyes were still fixed lr
harmful or habit producing drugs.
began
a Hghtless stare. Presently she
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-to speak. "You bring me here, you Root, kidney, liver 'and bladder remedy.
let me fall 111, you shame my body.
The same standard of punty, strength
You are like the men that strap down and excellence is maintained in every,
little dogs and open them. You are bottle of Swamp-Roolike that. You have been staring at
It is scientifically compounded from
my heart, at my bare lungs and all vegetable herbs.
,
the unnamable beastly things inside
It is not a stimulant and it taken in
of me. You leave me alone with a teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
nigger when I'm torn open. I don't
It is nature's great helper in relieving
hate you. You are nothing."
overcoming kidney, liver and bladand
long
on
went
voice
time.
a
for
Her
troubles.
der
He dropped his face in bis hands, but
A sworn statement of purity is with
he did not try to stop his ears. They every
bottle 01 Vt. Maimers ewamp-Roo- t.
him
to
they
told
said,
all
listened
she
she was suffering as he had known no
If you need a medicine, you should
one ever to suffer before. Her spirit have the beat. On sale at all drug stores
spoke from beyond pain. In that hour in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this
he learned a great truth. Pain is a
send ten cents to Dr.
wall, a barrier. So far and no farther great preparation
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
can flesh go and still hold to the mem- sample bottle. When writing be sure and
ories, the fears and affections of every- mention this paper, Adv;
day life. Beyond that barrier Is a void
where love Itself is a stranger, where
The Kind.
Ufe and death are one and equally of
"Margaret has a film In her eye."
no account
"Poor thing. Is it a cataract?"
play."
He did not know when he fell asleep
"No; a motion-pictur- e
or when her voice ceased, but on awak
ening such a silence met him as struck
Cutlcura Soothes Itching Scalp
his heart cold. She was still still as On retiring gently rub spots of dandeath. Night had fallen, but he was druff and itching with Cuticura Ointunaware of darkness, ne felt that ment Next morning shampoo with
never. again would he need light or Cutlcura Soap and hot water. Make
eyes or air to breathe. He was cold them your every-da- y
toilet preparations
as though the sun in setting had and have a clear skin and soft, whit
slipped down and out beyond any ris- hands. Adv.
ing. He leaned over and put his face
close to her lips. They were parted.
Had Been There Before.
Her hand was lying outside the cov
"What's the nest film?"
erlet. He took it up gently. It was
"A comedy I Infer. Everybody looks
warm and moist She was sleeping.
resigned."
Life.
He drew erect, bis. body tense in the
first realization of a great 'and over YOUR COLD
IS EASED
whelming relief; then his spirit melted
AFTER
THE FIRST DOSE
nerves
within him and his
relaxed from
the long, hard strain. His limbs crum'Pape'a Cold Compound" then breaks
pled, his head nodded and fell for
up a cold in a few
ward, lower and lower until, one arm
"-- Mrs.

.
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water
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A Feeling of Security

t.

outstretched, he lay with bis face half
burled in the covers of the cot. When
again he awoke, the sun had changed
Its mind and come back; day was
streaming across the floor in a single
band of light ; but he did not stir. On
his head he felt Andrea's hand, and
In his ears was the lingering caress
of her voice. "Lots of good It did to
tell you to go away, White Man," she
was murmuring.
"You came back.
You brought me back. White Man,
love you a little."

The other white man

pears.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

ap-

hours
Relief comes Instantly. A dose taken
every two hours until three doses are
taken usually breaks up a severe cold
and ends all the grippe misery.
The very first dose opens your
clogged-u- p

nostrils and the air

pass-

ages In the head, stops nose running,
s,
relieves the headache, dullness,
sneezing, soreness and stiff
ness.
Don't stay stuffed-np- !
Quit blowing
and snuffling! Clear your congested
head I Nothing else In the world gives
such prompt relief as "Pape's Cold
Compound," which costs only a few
cents at any drug store. It acts without assistance, tastes nice, contains no
quinine Insist upon Pape's t Adv.
fever-lshnes-

Life.
When water bolls in a kettle inventLife Is beautiful, and It should be ed in Japan the bubbles hit metallic
lived in beauty. It has, and must have bars and produce musical sounds.
Its shadows, to be sure, but there is
a beauty in the shadow as well as In
the glint and glimmer of the sun.
Sometimes there are sorrows that are
good for us, because they clear our
hearts of selfishness and teach us to
UP
sympathize with our fellow human be
ings. Grief has made many a heart
gentle that was not so before.
iTny
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Why That Backache?
Why be miserable with a bad back?
ou can't be happy if every day bring!
ilameness;
sharp, shooting pains and a
dull, nagging ache. Likely the cause
is weak kidneys. You may have headaches and dizzy spells, too, with a
weak, tired feeling. Don't delay I Try
Doan't Kidney Pills. They have done
wonders in thousands of such cases.

A.k your neighbort

A Colorado

V 7

Begins 1920 With Greater Confidence

hardly
.could
straighten

after

bending over.
I
doctored but got no
relief.
I finally
used Doan'i Kidney Pills and they
regulated my kidneys, stopped that
awful burning and made my back
stronger."
Ct Doaa't at Any Store, 60s a Bos
CO. BUFFALO. N.Y.

rOSTER-MLBUR-

France Hopeful
for New Year

Case '

Oustav A. Risen,
miner, Eighth Ave.,
Ouray, Colo., says:
"I bad lnflamma- tlon of the bladder.
The kidney secre
tions passed frequently, were scanty and burned. My
back ached all the
time and was so
weak and lame I

Helping Out a Buty Man.
Missionary
Aren't you glad to see
me?
Cannibal Sure; It will save going

out for breakfast.
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
add 1 os. Bay Rum,
Compound, and Í4
to the hair twice a
the desired shade.
Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it at home at very little cost. It will
gradually darken streaked, faded gray hair,
and will make harsh hair soft and glossy.
It will not co'or the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.
To half pint of water
small box of Barbo
os. of glycerine. Apply
week until it becomes

The End of the Year.
"Cold embers
Did you ever hear
of cold embers?" "Sure November
and December 1" Cartoons.
1

s.
The charm of a bathroom Is Its
By the use of Red Cross Bag
Blue, all cloths and towels retain their
Whiteness until worn out 5c.
spot-lessnes-

Wasteful Methods.
"I see where they are making roads
out of old shoes in Great Britain.
"What reprehensible extravagance!"

t

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Than

it

Did

the Last

Elections
Stabilize Internal Conditions, Though Fall of Frano la Still
Serious Problem Study
Financial Policy.

Paris. Prance began the new year

with far greater confidence than the
last. This la In spite of formidable
handicaps, such as the balance of

New York Theater Tries Concave
Screen, Giving Effect of Third
Dimension.
New York.

.

,

A concave

:-r-

motion pic-

The tersest electric sign
In the world advertises

the experiment.
Dr.' LoUIs Pech, head of the faculty
r,
of medicine at the University of
France, the inventor, supervised the exhibition.
Dr. Pech ascribes the relief from
eye strain to his belief that the eye
functions normally when It sees things
of three dimensions, even If the appearance of the third dimension Is an
illusion.

Instability of the exchange value of
the franc Is regarded as one of the
weakest points In French conditions.
It Is pointed out that France cannot
pay twice over at present high prices
for supplies she needs, and that is
what the present low value of the
franc means. The French government
Is now studying a complete renovation
of the financial policy with a view to
making such provisions to meet obligations as will give greatest stability,
both at home and abroad. Details of
the new financial policy are as yet not
disclosed, but It lslfnderstood that It
comprises a large Interior loan to take
up all short-terbonds and floating
debt, and Important Increases In all
taxes to bring the revenues up to the
annual budget, estimated to require
20,000,000,000
to 25,000,000,000 francs.
It Is not expected that any internal
financial arrangement can exert more
than a moral Influence on the value
of the franc abroad, and this may be
said to be the object of, the greatest
anxiety In official circles.

Mont-pelle-

trade running against her nt the rate
of about 1,500,000,000 francs a month,
about BO per cent depreciation of the
exchange vnlue of the franc and the
consequent difficulty of procuring raw
materials and machines urgently
needed for reconstruction.
France's renewed' confidence Is derived directly from the result of the
recent elections.
These are regarded
here as having definitely stabilized Internal politics, ended all danger of
revolutionary agitation for. some time
to come and brought about a better attitude by capital and1 labor toward the
Immense effort before France.
African catfish have the power of
Money Is forthcoming for Investdischarging an electric shock sufficientments in anything that promises stabilly powerful to disable a man.
ity. While the Investments In short-terr- a
treasury bonds are continuing at
the rate of nearly 2,000,000,000 francs
a month, there Is plenty of money for
Industrial and commercial enterprises
and long-terloans. The 4,000,000,000

age, of Osborne, asking Chief of Police
Copelan to institute a search for her
mother, Mrs. Rose Shepherd, led detectives to find Mrs. Shepherd here the
other day. The child wrote "they
needed mamma to take care of her
and her little brothers." The officers
were In Mrs. Shepherd's apartment
when a man, who said he was George
Murphy, entered. He1 was crumpling
a letter In his hands. The detectives
say the letter was from the husband
of the woman In which ,he pleaded
with her to return to him nnfl her
children. In police court the cases
of Mrs. Shepherd and the man were

600,000,000,000

francs.,

Most Prominent and Interesting Members of the
Family.

pre-wa-

i

For Mothers and all
Married Women
I
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are
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ered is allowed to set In tanks until
the greater part of the tarry matter
in It has subsided. The lighter part Is
then drawn off and saturated with
slaked lime to fix the acetic acid. It
is then distilled a second time and the
distillate sent to the refineries as wood
alcohol. Sawdust or any woody fiber
or cellulose can be used In place of
cordwood.
Wood alcohol, either In Its pure form
or as an Ingredient of Industrial alcohol, is a poison, and has a selective
action upon the optic nerve, In which
It often Induces a condition of permanent atrophy which results In total
blindness.
For some purposes "completely denatured alcohol" Is made by adding to
Industrial alcohol a little benzine or
pyridine to spoil the taste and render
it offensive. Denatured alcohol may
be made' more cheaply than ordinary
alcohol by using cheaper materials,
such as any starchy vegetable substance, or a waste byproduct, as the
poorest grade of molasses or the waste
of a canning factory.
"It is probable that a good deal of
the wood alcohol that Is being distributed as a beverage is the result of the
attempts of amateurs to make ordinary
alcohoL In their Ignorance they use
vegetable substances such as potato
peelings, and, by using too Intense a
fire and making the distillation without having first allowed fermentation
to take place, produce methyl or wood
alcohol Instead," said J. E. Nusbaum,

SPEARMINT. DOUBLEMINT.
and JUICY FRUIT, and the

Spearmen -- do a turn.
This slszn Is seen ntehtly by about
500.000 people from all over the world.
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Tight
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The Young Purist
s
So I says to him, "Kid, the lanand
Sunday,
How
jecond-cla- s
rank honors were be- guage you use gives me a pain
stowed on a number of boy scouts do you get that way? If I ever hear
at the Temple Israel at Terre Haute. you throwing that line of talk aguin
you and comb the seat of
A little candidate sat during the cere- I'll
mony, his Interest so intense that your britches with the soft side of a
board! Get me? I'm off of ltl Cut
every one near him was Interested.
When the meeting was over the It out!"
And he comes right hack at me and
turned to the man next him. "I wish
every man had to make all those says : "Father, your choice of expression
promises before he could vote," he shocks me. We are Instructed at school
"We'd have a better to use at all times only the purest Engsaid earnestly.
country if they did wouldn't we?" lish, and fear of corporal punishment
The man agreed with him, too. In will not deter me "Detroit News.
dianapolis News.
No Pie for Dinner.
The other evening I had a girl friend
Silenced Passengers.
My slow speaking and pntient friend and her husband over for dinner, I
was driving along in a country of dan- had baked a nice peach pie and set, It
on the porch swing to cool. It was
gerous curves. His sister and brother-in-lawere In the back seat. "A car rather warm In the house and my
Is back of you ; blow your horn for this friend's husband went out on the porch
curve;" "Drive more carefully here, to get some fresh air. It was getting;
then pick up for the grade ahead," dark and I, busy preparing dinner, fora chemist
came continually from the passengers. got all about the pie until I heard a
Finally my friend stopped In front of a loud exclamation. The young man had
Churcyhard as Playground.
"What on sat in the hot pie. I don't know when
village hardware store.
London. "I draw the line at cricket earth are you stopping here for?" I was more embarrassed. We had no
nnd football in the churchyard," the "To get a horn and steering wheel for pie for dinner and Pm sure our guest
Rev. J. M. C. Crura, rector of Farn-ham- , the back seat," he slowly drawled.
was uncomfortable difrlng the remainSurrey, told a meeting of parish-loner- Exchange.
der of the evening. Exchange.
"but I don't stop them skipping
If I had a
on the flat
Between the written nnd the unwritIt is better to give a Christmas box
grave there, I would just as soon have than to receive one from a pugilist.
ten law, Justice has no easy task.
little children over it as geraniums."
A writer of epitaphs should be conIt is said thnt several pounds of sausage mny be made from one dog pound. versant with the dead languages.
True Too.

The other

first-clas-

1

up-en- d

grave-stone-

Germany Accused of
Taking 26,000 Dogs

,

I

The fountains play; the
trade mark changes, reading alternately WRIGLEVS

continued1.

Meet Ethyl and
Methyl Alcohol

franc loan to provide
Immediate
resources for Indemnifying victims of
the Invasion was oversubscribed before
the official opening of the subscripImportant banks and Industions.
trial companies have lately Increased Two
their capital to an aggregate of nearly

on Times Square, New York
City: it is 250 feet Ions, 70
feet high. Made up of 17,286
electric lamps.

Letter Finds "Mamma."
Cincinnati, O. A letter written by
Lucille Shepherd, thirteen years of

,

Big Trade on Bourse.
Transactions on the Paris bourse,
which still are confined to cash deals,
have exceeded on certain days records MANY OFFSPRINGS ARE KNOWN
r
trading, when futures en
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured they of
fcy LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as
tered largely Into the totals. The upcannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Influ- ward movement" of all Industrials Difference Between Grain and Wood
enced by constitutional conditions. HALL'S which began before the signature of
Alcohol Clearly Described Fatal-(tie- s
CATARRH MEDICINE will cure catarrh.
taken Internally and acts through the treaty at Versailles, has been unIt -Blood
Due to Amateur Attempt
on the Mucous Surfaces of the checked
the
by successive liquidations.
to Make Grain Alcohol.
Bystem. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
is composed of some of the best tonics This is regarded by keen observers
known, combined with some of the best here as a sure sign of economic re
Chicago. While there are seventeen
blood purifiers. The perfect combination covery.
of the Ingredients In HALL'S CATARRH
more alcoholic products known In
or
wonEmployers say the labor situation is
MEDICINE Is what produces such
chemistry,
there are two of general
derful results In catarrhal conditions.
Improved and that the last strikes de
Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
commercial use In the country ethyl
Ohio.
Cheney
signs
Toledo,
veloped
Co.,
Props.,
the
them
workers
that
ft
F. J.
ordinary alcohol, the kind
selves were becoming weary of long alcohol, or
able to buy "for medicibe
to
we
used
Three Comrades.
continued disturbances of business, In
methylated spirit,
Sentry Haiti Who goes there?
They see nal purposes," and
dustry and transportation.
popularWeary Voice One friend and two a tendency against frivolous strikes or Industrial alcohol, which is which
alcohol,"
and
"wood
ly
called
and an indication that only real griev
mules. London Answers.
fluid.
anees will Induce the wage earners to does contain an amount of that
Ethyl or ordinary alcohol Is formed
quit work hereafter.
Decentralization of capital and In by the spirituous or alcoholic fermenferdustry Is seen In the establishing in tation of saccharine Juices. The
Normandy of textile Industries to re mentation must be completed before It
gram,
place those in the occupied territory Is distilled. It is made from
is
Omaha, Nebr.:
barley.
This
corn,
or
wheat,
either
destroyed by the war. This movement
"Dr. Pierce's FavorThe
also known as grain alcohol.
ite Prescription was has been greatly extended by developa splendid tonio and ment of water power in the region of formula is C, H, OH.
relieved me of all
the Alps and the center and south of , Methylated spirit, or Industrial alconauseating condiFrance. Industrial leaders say that hol, Is made of ninety parts of ordiexpect
during
tions
no particular region of France here- - nary alcohol and ten parts of wood
ancy. My baby was
strong and hardy in after will monopolize any industry, and alcohol methyl alcohol.
every way. I surely
Source of Wood Alcohol.
declare that this scattering will prove
am glad to recomWood alcohol Is obtained by the dry
and result In a more
beneficial
mend : Dr. Pierce's
:
T'
i n
equable recovery of all parts of the distillation of wood. The common
expectant
to
the
tion
method of obtaining this Is to take
country.
-cordwood which has been seasoned for
To Transfer Industries.
know by actual ex- Powerful financial groups are at the about two years beech, maple, and
perience that it is good." MRS. JOBB
COOPER, 3310 Cass St.
head of the movement to transfer Im- blrch.are best place it In Iron or steel
portant Industries from the coal re- retorts over a slow fire. The Intensity-o- f
Nerthe fire Is gradually Increased as the
gion to southwestern France, where
For Women Who
water power soon will be available. distillation progresses, until at the end
Run-down
vous Weak,
Other groups are being formed to de- of from twelve to eighteen hours noth'
velop manufacturing centers near the ing remains In the retort but charcoal.
Omahai Nebr.! "As a special tonio I
The 'distillate Is passed through a
have taken Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescripcoast so as to reduce the cost of
tion and found it to give almost immediate transporting raw materials. Indus condenser, and the liquid thus gath
weakened
of
nervousness
a
cases
in
or
relief
n
condition. I have taken this
or
medicine since my earliest girlhood whenever my system seemed to require a tonic,
and it has never failed me. I am very glad
AMERICAN TROOPSHIP DEKALB ON FIRE
to recommend the 'Favorite Prescription'
to women and young girls who need such a
tonic" MBS. MARY LA LONDE, 6301
H 34th St.
.toe....
Every woman who has reason to believe
that backache, headache, unnatural pains,
:f:f
low spirits, sleepless nights, irregularities or
catarrhal condition is caused by a derangeowes
functions,
to
womanly
it
ment of the
herself and dear ones to speedily overcome
the trouble before a general breakdown
causes permanent prostration.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription Is a
remedy that any ailing woman can safely take because it is prepared
from roots and herbs containing tonic properties of the most pronounced character.
It is not a secret remedy because it ingredients are printed on wrapper.
Get Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
either in liquid or tablet form ol
send Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Búllalo,
N. Y., 10o for large trial package.

IA

INVENTION1

ture screen that may revolutionize the
movies was tried out at a local thetrial leaders say that this activity on ater today.
the part of capital, supported by the
It Is said to give an effect of a third
recovery of labor from what has been dimension an appearance of thickcharacterized as a wave of "laziness," ness or depth that relieves the eye
gives a healthy tone to the. situa strain. A group of scientists witnessed
tion,

DUE TO DEFEAT OF RADICALS

TEST NEW 'MOVIE'

Paris. The French ministry
of agriculture has lodged with
the commission of war damages
a claim for 26,000 dogs alleged
to have been stolen by the Germans during the war. The ministry specifies some of the
thefts, naming specially six valuable setters taken by the German crown prince and a prize
pointer taken by General Von
Kluck.

No matter how loiig yoii
have Leen a coffee drink'
er, you will findit easy fo

chaneio

y,

CLOTHES
Seldom Worn Out

s

Are

Germana Crowd to College.
German newspapers say 41,000 more
students enrolled In the universities
of Germany than in 1014. In the year
of the beginning of the war there were
50,000 students enrolled, while In 1019

there are approximately 91,000. This
troopship DeKulb, formerly represents an Increase of nearly 2,000
Hulled.
States
of
the
pluiiogrupii
"inking
They are laid aside All the German raider Prince Eitel Friedilch, on fire In the Hudson river near each for each of the 23 national uni11 technical schools more
they need is Cleaning,
Spuyten Duyvil. All of the members of the skeleton crew of 800 escaped versities. In
than 16,500 have enrolled
nnln.lured.
Pressing or Redyeing.
Some Rare Fruits.
Among the productions of the PhilipThe Model Cleaners and Dyers
ing the minimum, wage. "Say, Bill,"
pines are two delicious fruits unknown
The Last Resort
said the first, "what's this 'ere min1317 BROADWAY, DENVER, COLO.
to the civilized world. The durlan, as
mini"The
spat.
Biir
imum wage?"
pOSrrtVfLY RCMOVtDbr Dr. Bmr'a
An eminent engineer said. In our mum wage? That's what we gets for large as a cocoanut, contains a creamy,
"
uuunani iow C. H. Brn
f.. W.. hnns Dr.uiuii
FRECKLES ,'a7SMichlsaiiAvaiuw,Chlcj0
hearing yesterday that In Italy the goiu' down ; an' if we wants ter make pulplike delicious custard. Another
workers are giving two hours of their any more brass, we goes and does rare fruit is the mangosteen, but the
Deep-Seate- d
time as a free gift to the state. They some work for it." London Morning exquisitely flavored liquid it contains
cannot be preserved.
develop serious complications if neglected.
realize that increased production Post
remedy that
d
Um an old and
means
ultimately
Increased
wealth.
hit given tatUfsctioo for more than fifty years
Bouquets for Pattl
Sin Against Politics.
In Germany there are signs of the
The bouquets thrown to Mme. Pattl
same' spirit among the colliers. But
Ward Politician "This here
of the masses is poor stuff. The on the occasion of one of her farewell
in old England the following story
admirably illustrates the Industrial first thing we know, they'll be votln' appearances In Paris filled eight
situation: Two miners were discuss to suit theirselves." Life.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
A

urn

Coughs

time-trie-

eddl-cati-

n'

The flavor is. sunilon
The only difference is flie
certainty ihat no harmful
after effects can possibly
follow.
Sold by Grocers everywhere;
Made by'
Postura Cereal' Co. Battle Creek, Michigan.

THE
LIBERTY

THE

The Liberty Uriion Sunday School
elected the following oiHeers for the
KUaiSTKRF.U APGÜSTÍ7. 191S
ensuing year: Hiss Willie Day, Supt.,
Robert Holmes, Assistant Supt,, HoIRVIN OGDEN, SR.
mer Parks, Sec. and Treas., Mrs. Geo.
Lucas, Assistant, Harry Stuart, LiEDITOR AND PUBLISHER
brarian, and Mrs. Robert Holmes Organist and Supert. of Cradle Roll.
Per Yeir
SuWriptioB $2.0
C. L. Justice and family were week
eecond-clasa
matter at the end visitors at the parental Mitchell
Entered aa

Spanish-America- n

SPANISH-AMERICA-

El Dorado Hotel

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

Roy.JSolano and Mosquero

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

See Henry Krabbenschmidt,

Gentlemen:
It was with great pleasure that the
women of New Mexico heard of the
Governor's announced intention to call
a special session of the Legislature to
consider the ratification of the Federal Amendment for Woman Suffrage, t rom all that we are able to
hear of the feelings of the members,
we are sure that the ratification will
be carried by a good majority and
that you need no urging from us to
convince you of the justice and right
of this action. However, since this
special session will mean some sacrifice on your part and some expense
to the taxpayers of the state, we feel
that it is only right to give you some
of the reasons why we think it impera
tive that the ratification shall be made
this year instead of waiting for the
next regular session of the Legislature.
You do not need to be reminded of
the part taken by the women of New
Mexico in war work and kindred activities, ivnd you know that they gladly and voluntarily assumed equal responsibilities with the men in all the
labor and sacrifices called for by that
war period, although they had no
voice and no representation in the
declaring or carrying on of the war.
Now, when the period of reconstruction is at hand; a period fraught with
the gravest dangers and the most serious problem which this country has
ever known, we feel that those same
..1.
Uní?
- :u tlu U3!t
UKlb Liicjl
WUII1CI1
JlUVe tt illll
shall have a voice in the coming elections which will determine the policy
of this country for the next four years,
jusi as the' women in all the states
surrounding us will have. Thousands
of women pay taxes in this state but
have no poer to influence the expenditure of public money. Women are
the principal suffers from the high
cost of living, but have no representation in the governing bodies which
may regulate that cost. Most important of all, the home and family, with
all that is most dear to women are
threatened by the advancing wave of
in this
Bolshevism and Radicalism
country and the women of New Mexico can help to stop it with their votes.
We are sure that you will agree
with us that these condition constitute
a real "emergency," and that we are
justified in urging your prompt action
so that New Mexico may take her
place among the truly progressive
states of the Union.
Very sincerely yours,
CLARA

S. WALTEKS

For the State Committee for Ratification of the Amendment
Mrs. R. P. Barnes
Mrs. Adelia Otero Warren
Mrs. John W. Wilson
Mrs. Isaac Barth
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter

0
SALE. Hart-Par- r
FOR
Cant;
Tractor and Emerson
plow with four mold board attachment.
In good condition and Priced to sell.
H. G. BAUMANN,

MULES.

YEAR-OL-

Store.

Inquire at tha

ROY TRADING

CO.

'

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions

Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.

Phone

3

on 25,

SHAMANS KÉEP THEIR POWER

state.

February 16to21

Call early and let us examine
Dawson, N.M. your teeth.
NO CHARGE
FOR CONSULTATION.
Kangaroos Scarce.
Office at Kitchell Hotel

Dr. FRANK BRADY,

Twin
A knngnroo will) twins Is one of the
f Australia.
rarest sh'lif
CHURCH

SMALL BUT FAMOUS

Brent Tor, on Coast of Devonshire,
England, Has Been Prominent
Landmark for Centuries.

Brent Tor Is a little bit of a stone
church built high on the frowning
cliffs of the wild North Devonshire
coast In England.
The church is so
little that a Devonshire yokel with a
keen sense of humor Is said to have Inscribed this cryptic warning, which
Devonpuzzled many a
shire farmer: "If you get into the
second aisle of Brent Tor, you will
never get out gain." There Is no second aisle to the wee church at all.
Brent Tor was built centuries ago
by a man who was lost among the
6teep cliffs and rushing waters of the
wild North Devon coast. The fog
mists enveloped him. In his anguish
as the roar and spray of the cold Atlantic assailed him he vowed solemnly
that if he ever came safely out of the
fog without pitching Into the growling
ocean he would build a church where
he landed. Brent Tor was the result.
Th trnnñ fnllr 'miinil Ahniit Devon- Shire tell how the devil tried to hamper the building of the little church.
At last St. Michael de la Rupe, to
whom It was dedicated, grew weary
of having the devil Interfere with the
proceedings and heaved a great mass
There
of cliff at his satanlcmajesty.
was no further trouble.
A peculiarity of Brent Tor Is the
f.irt that It can be seen from all diIt Is a veritable landmark.
rections
IVfnre It toss the restless waves of
il e Atlantic ocenn and behind It slope
the utiilninCng Devonshire moors.
simple-minde-

d

Desolate Country.
Amidst the filth, squalor and poverty of Siberia it is good to find something which seems devoid of all these,
and which speaks to this desolate
country of n better day. Yfter months
of snow and Ice. and within a week
friiin the time the snow ha disappeared, spring begins, and with It come the
flowers. Spring and summer and
are nil one in Siberia i here is
r.o time for them oil: a brief sis
months Is the most which tinture allows, and so they have to cram Into
thnt space everything they can, the
Christian Science Monitor says.
The Chief flowers are anemones.
All of
Irises and
them, especially the latter, grow wild
In great profusion, and the whole
world seems to smell of lilies for a
brief two or three weeks.
Traveling between Vladivostok and
Onrbin
VMe
boys bring great bunches of
to the trains, which can hi
bought for a few cents. They start
perhaps by asking four rubles for a
basket. This you refuse, and pass, on
to the next boy. Then the whistle
blows, and the, boys rush up to yon
shouting: "Three rubles! two rubles!"
Still you take no notice:- then you
clamber on the train, which very slowly crawls out of the station, and yon
eventually buy as many lilies as you
can carry for one ruble, the boy holms
perfectly content, and you, thinking
of the prices In Fifth avenue, art- nlxu
happy in the thought of your
-

and

Insurance

Real Estate
Spanish-America-

Daily Thoaaht.
Jjft us consider (he reason of tUo
case: t'cv .lolli'ng is law that is not
.(ohll Powell.
véase.!'..--S- ir

office.

n

MILLS
3rd Sunday

Gloves.

Hanu-Pawtc-

ROY

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.

.Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates

also made at

Supt.

Services 2d Sunday of eact
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8. On p. m.
Communion service at the morn-in- g
service.

necessities furnished if desired.

hacks
Kid gloves witirhand-paintewore once a great craze in some cf the

l

00 a. m. E?M.

O. W.

Pkarn, Pastor.

at-l-

l'urap'.'un countries.

0-i-

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. Mf
Homestead Matters attended to,
Final
Publications,
Filings
up
Legal
Papers
drawn
Proofs.
acknowledgements
taken.
and

very idee
on his birthday
surly this week, a Pille shirt, a
pair of gloves, and 'a pair of silk
host-The shirt, given him by his
wife, was si;:e lfí
wears ÍV';
the (.doves, selected by his mother,
were size 0 he wears 7 ; the socks,
from his brother, were size 12 he
wears 10.
His employer, however,
who has known him more intimately
or several years, sent out a box of
lott collars which fit him exactly.
iiansas City Star.
.

'he

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of.Piano

31

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

To take a photograph of oneself It
necessary to have the. camera very
firmly placed either on a tripod or
table so that It would not tnnve durA length of thin, it nma
ing exposure.
string should he attached to the shorter trigger. The string should he led
down to the floor level, passed under
the lower rail of a heavy chain along
(he floor, under your bnoMhetween '!:e
heel and sole), and held In the band
behind the back. If (he siring runs
freely n slight pull should release the
shutter and make the exposure. If it
does not, pick the camera "P unj
ogaln.

trt

LODGE DIRECTORY

A. F. & A. M.
ACACIA LODGE NO.

NTora, New Mexico

onnty.

,

Right and Wrong Methods.

passionate man turnefh even good
Into evil, and easily belioveth the
A

A good, peaceable man turn-et- h
worst.
all things to good. Thomas a
Keinpis.

Beauty.
Animals living in nature are everywhere beautiful; but It is only anions
men that ugliness Uourishe. Savages
nearly everywhere tire gracious nnd
harmonious; it i.s only among the civilized thnt harshness and discord are
permitted to prevail. If the eugenic
ideals that are now Homing be'ore
men's
eyes never lend us to any
heaven at all, but merely discourage
onmiifc us the generation of human
creatures below the level of decent
savagery, they will serve their turn.
Havelock Kills.

fc3T

Meets 2na and 4th Satur-

days of monthl
T. E, MII1CHELL.

W.M'

Irvin Ogden, Secy.
All Masons welcome.

i.:o. o.: f.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 45
Meets at !its own Hall
Every Wednesday
;

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

wel-com-

e.

E. J, Floersheim, N." G.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y- -

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall

Mrs. MyraO.'Deref.q N rt
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Sec,y.

Beginning of Life Insurance.

Is

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charpe,

calm-

ness, quietness, emotional control, 'If
you vant to grow In personal Influence
over your follow men. Poise by no
means constitutes the whole secret of
personality. Hut it i.s an Important
element In it. If a choice Iiiih to be
made between two leaders, one well
poised, the other excitable, there can
be no question us to which will be
chosen. Always poise, with its unconscious revela thui of well controlled energy, will cuiry the day.

Life Insurance grew out of marine
sending
Insurance,
for merchants'
goods by sea In early times usually

nW-chan-

Rev. Fr.

Poise Worth Cultivating.

Cultivate repose of manner,

,

accompanied the ship themselves, and
were liable to capture by pirates, especially by the Moorish and Turkish
pirates who then Infested the Mediterranean sea. In order to provide tb'
necessary ransom for their relensv. If
captured, It became the practice of
traveling merchants to pay n premium
to certain Individuals, cnlied underwriters, who guaranteed the payment
of the ransom In the event of the
The practice
being caught.
was gradually extended to Insuring
the lives, first of mariners mid then
of other persons, the underwriter
agreeing, In return for a certain premium, to pay a fixed amount if ih
person insured died within n certiiin
time. Out of Ibis was evolved the various forms iff contracts of life Insurance in use today.

Masses: 8 and'lOa m.
Service at 7 SO p.m.

v

Complete IndexBto All Lands
abide and Town Property in Mora

Usually the spirit, willing to
with the shaman, sent the novitiate a
land otter which the candidate killed,
the otter's tongue to be preserved as
a talisman away from human view,
for should It be seen It was believed
the shaman would go Insane or be
turned Into the animal from which
the tongue was taken.
Thus the land otter was regarded
as too sacred to be killed by other

than shamans.
For Six Month of the Year Flowers
Bloom In Profusion in Otherwise

i

Alaskan Natives Still Believe Implicitly In the Words and Actions
of "Medicine Men."

of spirits.

ROY,

othe--

!

CHRISTIAN
'

I

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale

D.D.S.of

seen at R. W. Ebulware's ranch
who will show and prbe them.
Must sell as I am leaning the

White

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquaintance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

Notary, work and

DENTIST
Springer,

Abernathy.

G. R.

H. S. Murdoch

Ilolstein

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL,
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at the Christian Church.
Your presence is necessary.

Farm Sales ajspecialty

A. A. Wynne

Mills, New Mexico.

Roy Trading Co.

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7.00 o'clock.
A cordial welcoi.ie extended to
all visitors.

AUCTIONEER!
F. O.

President,

'

30-6-

Furniture, Buggv, Harness,
For Sale. In good condition,
practically new. Apply to
Jack Brown, Bookkeeper at

or S.E. Paxton,

Wheat Director License No. 02S 463H

Col.

C. E.

BAPTIST
Get the habit! Euy a ChevroOne of tite Fa'nüy.
Sunday
in each
First
Wanted- :- a good 10001b Mule, let? A new carload will arrive We had n beautiful ouidoor wedding Servicer. 11, A. M., 7.30,month.
P. M.
for our sister mi a September morning.
3 to 6 years qld.
soon. You cant teat them! they Elabórale fl;ra!
un lies, iliur. '.'.. liad
W.
Rev.
A.
Dawn,
Pastor.
G. R., HANDLE, Mosquro, N.M. have the style, pep, comfort and been arranged. Ocr ;nies!, were assembled.
From
out
e;:ine
bouse
the
exacting.
jnost
please
will
the
SUNDAY SCHOOL
tho procession, the ninlste;' lottdins. (he
Liberty Garage.
CUSTOM SHELLING
bride jtnd bridegroom with (heir
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
when to the lucrHtneJit of all,
I have a "Joliet Biff 4" Corn Shelt
P. L. Gunn', Superintedent.
family dog joined in (lie procesour
preI
now
Finishing:
am
Kodak
er i
and, upon its arrival, wni
sion, walking aioiif; slowly i.s (lie rest,
be prepared to do your Custom Shell pared to do all kinds, mail them
and he laid down by the ilínr during
ing, shucks and all. This is one of
CATHOLIC
to L. E. Deubler
the ceremony. Chicago Tribune.
the largest shellers made.
Muss twice each month 2d and
Prices right.
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
VIRGIL II. ANDERSON,
Score
for Employer.
Roy, New Mexico
A Kansas City twin received four
Roy, N. M.
Church.

Shamanism, or superstition and sormares cery, always has played an important
ESTRAY. Two
black and bay branded "Lazy Y" on part In the life of the Alaskan native.
right shoulder and thigh. Black mule So implicitly does the Alaskan believe
white spot on side and hip in the words and actions of the shano brand. Reward for their return to man that a whole tribe go hungry rather than Incur his displeasure by eatFRANK HEIMANN,
Albert, N. M. ing foods he has tabooed.
The shaman attained his position
and power by unusual methods. By
fasting arid prayer amid the solitudes
of the woods or mountains, where he
7000
less
than
Dodge Car, run
he
fed only on grasses and roots,
new tires all around.
prepared himself to become a shamnn.
Priced Right. "
; By this method It was believed the
candidate's body became sufficiently
Cows can be
Two
purified to become the abiding place
will be in

Special Sale

U. S.

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing

Jay Gordon transferred his 100
acre homestead to B. F. Stuart, con
sideration ?2300. II. W. West has rob
his ranch to Dave Ballard of Utc
Creek, consideration unknown.
Joe Wright is the busiest man in
this week, the
the neighborhood
Christman well drillers are at his
place, the bean threshe" is in operation
there, and the com shelters are at
work, too. Here's hoping he finds ar
abundance of water soo.i, along w::h
his other work.
The Christman drillers struck a fine
flow of water at 80. feet for J. M.
Beard last week.
Donald Nugen, a former homesteader here, but now of Kansas is here
visiting his brother Carl Nugen and
looking after his land interest here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Smith and Mrs.
Russell of Mills were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Holmes, last Tuesday. They were accompanied home by
little Miss Helen Holmes.

Y.P.b

Miss. LAS KA GRAY ,
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'y.

if youhave wheatfor sale

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
postofllce in Roy, New Mexico
A quiet, homelike Hotel
home.
The masquerade party at the home
one block from the
of Mr. and Mrs. Ocie Canon, last
Depot, in the
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE NEW
Tuesday evening was well attended
MEXICO STATE LEGISLATURE and the guests departed in the early
Main Business District
hospi-

morning, hoping to enjoy tha
tality of this home again soon.
Tourists and Land-Seeker- s
The sale at Mr. Slushers last week Will find this the right place.
was largely attended and everything
brought satisfactory prices. The people of this community regret the losing of the Slusher family, but hope
they may return to this Mesa ere long.
NEW "OLIVER" TYPE-WRITE- R
T. M. Ogden and wife, Geo. Lucal
For Sale; Also a
and family, James Christman and
family were the dinner guests of Mr. used machine.
and Mrs. Hugh Mitchell last Sunday.
Inquire at tho S-- Office.
D. P. Moore and B. F. Stuart are the
proud possessors of new Chevrolet9.
Henry Mitchell has also purchased
a Chevrolet and is building a garage
preparatory to bringing his car home.
Carl Nugen and family are enjoying
a new Ford.
Jay Gordon and family of Twin
Rivers, N. M., visited the parental
Mrs. I. C. DODGE,
Caum home recently.
Miss ETTA. HORNBAKER.
Mis3 Mary Bailey transferred h;r
320 acrelfarm last week to Barney
and Hugh Mitchell, consideration
FOR SALE THREE CODING
?1S00.

Church Directory

Visiting Sisters welcome

.

TUX UNIVERSAL CAR
Out of the more than 3,000,000 Ford cars'
now in use, about sixty percent have been sold
to farmers. Probably no other one thing has
brought to the farm so much of comfort and
profit as has the Ford car. It has enlarged
the social life, doubled the facilities for marketing, brought the town next door to the farm,
multiplied for the farmer the pleasures of living.
A family car without an equal in low cost of
operation and maintenance. We solicit your
order for one now because the demand is large
and continually increasing.

ROY GARAGE
J. W. BECK, Manager.

Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State and Fed-- ,
eral Courts and
U, S. Land Office
Photos
For farm views see- L. E.

For Sale;
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inlce a hnndful of pnreley nnd triturate In n niorfnr with enough alcohol
(J.i per conl) to cover
the mass.
the Riven nnlf Dnd alIow n to
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names as witnesses:
Elkins, Transitio Romero,
Gabriel Bonivitirz, Frank Wolford, ill
Claimant

NOTICE
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Col. George E. Cochrane,

of Miera, N. M.
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Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M."
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Departo ent of the Interior, Ü. S. Land
tao ll.slliy
Officii at Clayton, New Mexico
A
December. 17, 11)19
d til'! !osh
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
:vvl wan Martinsz of Albert, N. M., who on Det
1tn hands 18, 1014, nado II. E. No. 019039 io:
IV
the S!i NVU, Ser. 13, SVi NE',i,
Sec. 11, Tvp. 21l"T.,.Rn!í. 2Síi., N. JI
.ltliilK P. Meridian, has l:ic:l notice of intention to make Three Year Final Prooi
'ill'
to establish claim ta the land above
this described, before V. IL Wilkox, U.
.tuTiee at Roy,
v:ihl- - S. ConimisE.ioner, at his
M. M., o:i the 4th day ef February,

Department of tbe Interior. United
Deportment of the Interior.. U.' t. Lcd

at

Hantn Fe. New

Mexico,-Jan-

L

Freaks of Nature.
"A
cr,t that barked like a doc
exhibited at Boston, tops tin1
list of numerous frenks discovered in
Hii
ooimrry. lioceiitly, says the
Free Press, n giant glow worm,

Contest No. ?3l
To Elias Torres, nf i'u ibX Colorado
Ccn testae:
Yoi ara hereby wiUSeiJ that'-EliSena, who f,ives .SaU'.ioeo, NevMexico
adiitws.did on 'Nov.2&
his post-cjff1919, file in tliia office hisdjly fcrrobo
rated application to t'.vnU'Ht
the cancellation of your II . E. Sena
ic

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
OSce at Clayton, New Mexico

o,

?

You,re, lhereír

furíüfrfr

said alio-"1-- ''
'is via be taken!
iby this, office as hti iz beea con3foss- id entry will be
iéd by yen, and yvu)
.eai celled thereuiMle áthout your fiar- -'
thor right to be beard therein, either
.
appeal, of ym
office
fnllito file tin this oflke within twenty
jdays after fie FOUKÜSÍ publication
tfhkj notice, as shown 'below, ynr aa- frwer, under oath, specifically meeting
to the-s- allegat.wm f
laid
cuíittwt, or if you fail iviiliin that time
to file in thisMofliee díte p:ioof that you
hawe
rved a eopy of your answer
on the said .contestant enlen in person or by registered mail. If this
Benúec is ipxad by the diükery of a
copy of your answer to the contest
ant in person, u'oot ot suca service
muKt be ither tihe said contestant's

tliittthe;

r.n

'bifw-e'thii"-

NOTICE FOR rUBUCATi'ON

oí the lírterior, U..S.

Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
December 17, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Richard
KHmurray, f Roy, N. M., who on May
24, 1916, made H. E. Serial No. 022235
for W V NE ,.Ehi NW ; 'Sec.

Department

and SWy

SE-Vi-

:

S&íí SWU;

NMs

E Sec.
21 and NE4
50, Tr.p. '18, Rff. 20, N. M. IP.'Meri-iliahas filed ixutice of intention to

n,

make '.1 hree Yew Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before 'F. HI. Foster U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N. M on the 3rd lay of
February,1920.
CJaimaic names us witnesses:
Narbias, Luopoldo Antfrada,'
Pedro
knowledgnient of his re
written
'Henry Sione, all of Roy,
Finch,
Bud
ceipt of the copy, showing the, date of
of the per- New Jletfieo.
its receipt, or
PAZ WALVERDE,
son by whai the delivery was made
Registe
5t
istating Vhftn and where the copy was
itlelivercd; if made by registered rjeail,
NOTICE FOR I'UKuICATION
proof of Me!h service :must consist of
rtlis afTulavit f the person by whom
tht copy wan mailed Pttiting when and Department of the Interiar, U. Z. Laxr
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
the postofiiee to which t was mailed,
December 17, 1919
:ttiitl this affidavit jnust be accompanied
given that Louifi
ly ihe postmaster's receipt for the,' Notice is hereby
A. Shugart, ef Reyes, N. M., who, on
Setto:.
Feb. 24. 1919. made H. E. No. 025209
Yovi .'houlJ state in your .answer tbe
SWHSEVi
SENEy.
name nf the posteffiee to which yoa for 4,
See. 3, Twp. 21N.,
Sec.
NSH,
dcire jtiture notice io be wit to ysu. Rno- S1E-- . N. M. P. Meridian, has
EcgiBter
Deixjaoo,
filed notice of intention to make Final
claim
Dale of fust publication, Jan, 7, 1020 Three Year Proof, "to establish
described, before
above
land
the
to
- Bdcond
- - U - r. P. Talbot. U. S. Commissioner at
- - - 31 - - thir.l
hi. ffi At. Clavton. Tí. M.. cm the
- fiiiiith
- - Fd.
8 - 5th day of February, 1920.

,'
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Fka-kaMsc-

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Storé
M. D.

GtBBS, Proprietor,

v

s

mifi-phie-

Swamp Lands.
iind wet lands ot 1tie

The

States re equivalent to three-fmirtof the area of France. Much
of the wamp land, however, is wet
only afber heavy r?iliis and usually
boars heavy vegetation. It Is believed
that large areas. If properly drained
and cleared by public orjprivate corporations, could be transformed Into
productive farms.
XJnited

bs

KODAKS

AMD

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

NeWS

Stand,;DftILY:PAPERS

MAGAZINESS

ev-erf- tJ

like of

Toilet Articles.

Greatest

New Mex.N?

Great-Wester-

Block, ROY

n

Liberty Garage.
KCTICE

FOU PUBLICAJIOU

ISOLATE

TRACT

a

12-2-

JAZ

VALVKRDE,

Register

7

VALVERDE
HegMter

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

Minlature Castle From Sandstone.
Carved from soft windsrone. a inlnia- Departwent of the Interior U. S. Land
medieval casll on a California
tnre
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
beach faithfully retwesents a feudal
December 16, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Jose fortress on n small wale. The modl
on a diminutive hill
Lean Romero of Roy, Mora County, building stnnds
precipi
N. M., who on May 10, 1918, made H. that strikingly roRenibfes the
upon whlcli such
elevations
E. No. 025297 for the SW
NE4; tous
Sev
SEtt NW; NE SWÍ4; NWU KB strongholds twually wer built.
be
are
to
of
styles
eral
architecture
See. 35, Twp. 20N., Eng. 24E., N.
was
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention seen In the si&tll castle, wiucii
to make Three Year Ptcof, to estab-lis- h fashioned on a scale of
claim to the lam! above decsribed Inch to one foot by a mechanical en
before W. H. Willcox, U. S. onimis gineer who spent his leisure moments
sioner, at Roy, N. M., orTiho iid day on the task. Popular Medíanles
of February, 1920.
:
v
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Aldies, Leandro Martinez,
Seferino Garcia, Juan de Jesus San
one-fourt- h

doval, all of Roy, N. M.

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register

7

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

December 16, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Magín
Mares of Roy, N. M., who on October
10, 1916, made II. E. Nd. 025887 for
SWy4, Sec. 11;
the SE NWU; E
Sec. 14; NE
NW
NE4, Section
15, Twp. 20N., Rng 24E., N. M. P. M.,
has filed riotice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner
at Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of Feb-

ruary, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan De Mata Mares, Emilio Abcytí!
Aspito Lujan, Encarnación Lucero, al!
of Roy, N. M.
FRANCISCO
7

4

DELGADO,

Thing to Remember.
For grit In the eye apply a ilrop
two of pastor oil ; It relieves the

Albuquerque
Evening Herald

Published every business day
75 cents a month.
6 mos. in advance, $4.00.
1 year in advance, $7.50.
INDEPENDENT AGGRESSIVE
GROWING
TODAY'S

Good

oi

NEWS TODAY

Well informed people want the Her
fair
aid every day for its world-widand accurate news service.
It will be found invaluable In 1920
for its comprehensive, unprejudices r

'

Jar.

::f2

r. imri.ii v.
id

14,

ports of the most important politic
campaign in the nation's history.
Pay Your Herald Subscription
in Advance. Save the Difference

r. 'rn.e'i.v
H. M. and fcvw unknown, Con
iiicv-u.re-

,

That proverbs have always been
dear to the true intclleetual artstiH'-racof a nation, there Is abundant teftec- ;evidence to prove.
Take but these ; Ydu are hcrcl y rotifid that Met- three names in evidence, which nre Madi id who tives Mora. New Mexica
tn themselves a host. Aristotle made as his pest offce aderess, did, on Jaru-- ;
a collection of proverbs; nor did he ary 11, ÜC0 Die in this
odiee his du:y
count that he was doing herein audit
at d application toiontestand
unworthy of his great reputation;
sec i!re 'he (anceilation cf your hoir.a- however, some of his adversaries may
ztvnñ
tr r,
".'! nuJo
have made this a charge against him.
f r the SWi Sec. 14: NEV- ne Is said to have been the first who 10.
sec. 1.1 & Nti-iMand
J
did so, though many others have followed In the same path. Shakespeare Sec. 23. Twp. 21 N. Rng. 24 E. NMM
loves them so well that besides often and as Evounds for his contet he a
citing them, and Innumerable covert
.bat said homestead entry hs
nlluskras. rapid side glances at them, Leen al andv;r.ed by the entry man
which we are In danger of missing mere than two years last past ard
thst
unless we are at home In the proverbs
the fa'd alsence v.a net due to sr.y
of England, several of his plays, as Mllilnrv .r
.civw r.f f ho l'r-'- i r.
"Measure for Measure," "All's Well
That "Ends Well." have proverbs for States.
their titles. And Cervantes, a name
You are, tht ;v tore, i
on'y Inferior to Shakespeare, has not
that
left os In doubt In respect of the affec- by ihe s::; üütCutk.n will lie tal:.' i
this í.iüce as havins
confes- tion .with which he recarded them. ed
by you, and your said entry will
Every reader of "Don Quixote" will
theri!r.(iv without your fatremember his squire, who sometimes
riht to he heard tht.rein, either
cannot open his mouth but there drop her
kefo'-this office or cn uppel, if y x
from it almost as many proverbs ns
fail to tile in this oil'ce within i went'
words. 1 might name others who hi Id days
after ths FOCETE publication of
the proverb In honor men w!w, this notice.
ího-.vbelow yoiii' a
tlKug!i they may not attain to tlxve swer;
under
.icailv in i three, re vet deservedly accounted and rwsiwjxlinjf to frü&i
the.-- ;
aIK'27itiv.wr.'
great. Trench.
contest, o' i; you fi.il within tliuinfc i
to file in this ofiiee due prof that y i
have served a copy of your ansv.'cr
What the Hair Denotes.
on the said contestant either in perA long and peaceful life Is promised
the owner of hair that grows low on son or bv registered mail
If
the forehead and retreats up the service is made by the delivery of a .
copy of your answer to the contesthead ahow the temples.
Coarse hair Indicates humble birth
and a coarse nature. Black, short, and must be either the said contestant's
curly hair Indicates uncertain temper, written acknowledgment of his re
tendency to alcohol, and an amor- ceipt of the copy, showing the date of"
its receipt, or the affidavit of the ncr.
ous nature.
The darker the hair the more pow- son by whom the delivery was mads
erful the physical organization. Chest- stating when and where the codv wjl
nut or brown hair denotes fairness In delivered; if made by registered ma:'i,
prcoi oi such service must consist, of
t,
dealings, generosity, absence of
the affidavit of the person by whom
In
nnhapplness
hut
domestic life.
ThWfc. straight and glossy brown hair tne copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed',.
Indicates a robust constitution,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
rand eagerness In the pursuit of
by the postmaster's receint fnr th
;
thick,
coarse, and wiry brown
life
hair, great determination of charac- letter.
You should state in your answer tk
ter; curly brown hair, a weak character, but natural Ingenuity and ability; name of the Dostoffice to whi'Vi
...
while dark brown long and smooth desire future notices to be sent to you.
hair Indicated faithfulness in love,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
niany children, good health, and much
i'i

fr

'

".m;-cl'i'-

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING
HERALD

-

--

happiness.

Nightmare.
Nightmare Is caused by a disordered
digestion, nervous troubles or other ailments and must be treated by going
after the cause. "When the body
sleeps the spirit wakes," and when It
oomes In the shape of "cauchemar," as
th French call It, it If truly a frightful guest1

'
'

ihdi, puuiK'BtioD, jan.zí,
'
second
31
'
third
Feb, .7
'
fouith
. .
vi '

New Mexico

-
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'
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The English Language.

Is estimated

that-ove- r

J 40,000..

people now speak the English
guage, over M.OOO.fKKl the
French
German. S.'i.OflO.iKlrt iaunn'
000,000 Spanish, 13,000.01)

and

75,000,000

Russian..

1

ir!n 1

The
Roy Trust and
Savings Bank
ROY, New Mex.
Invites Your Account, Offering
You a Safe Depository for Your
Funds with the things expected
in a Satisfactory Banking

Total Resources, over
Half-Millio- n

Herald Building

'

'

Mail your check today to

Albuquerque,

IS2-

.

e,

'

Register

CVnesi No.

,

PUBLIC LAND SALE
U. S. Land
Bcartcsent of tbe
Offiee at Clayton
New Mexico

ir

M.
j. PAZ

contest

Dcnartmcnt cf ú.c Interior, Ur.rlrd
Síaíes Land OíJiw, Ciayto:. X. M.

y

Gea Whizz! I should say we
do sell 'em! Ne trouble to sell
CHEVilOLETS when everybody
wants them, (i sold in 3 days!
is not to bad, is it?
Another carload on ths way,
Will arrive soon, It will pay you
t wait and get what you want.
They're the stuff!
Flaws your order now .end we'll
iaold it for you.

os- -

HONOR

liJ

i

i

of sí'osquero,

notice
PROVERBS

Men In tht Panes of History
Have Left Tiitimony to
That EKcct

J.

12-2-

a complete

Your i'atronage Solicited,

latrkr
lt)2efu!ne8 of Mess.
.Koss ta the popular oane for
kind of anall flowc-leplant "C" of
Nov. 25, 1919.
whk'h flourish it damp places
In
mountains und wet dlstrtats tracts of Notiee is hereby erven that, as directBlow ore tri gret service in retaining ed fcy lha Commissioner of the General
tue water and preventing
iidtaa Lend office, under provisions of Se.
(I.IO.i-2455 K. iL, pursuTittothe:rtpplicationt
of Thomas E.Mitche4, of Albert, N Ji.
NOTICE FOS PUBLICATION
Serial No. 02Ü522. we wiJI offer at
pubi ie sale, to the behest bidder, but
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
at not Ies-- than 3$2. SO per acre, at 10
Office at Clavton. New Mexico
o'clwck A.M., oa tbe lOtlidry of Feb-- ;
DeeFsDber.12,1919
Notice is hereby given üat Juan ruarf. 1919 next at tM offioc, the
fiWi-S2-1
Sec
tract of la:
Isnlrt Hornera, of Mosquero, N. M
who on Dec. 26. 1914, made II. E. No.
13 N.
ME, NMFM.
li
019W8, for W
f SE, and SE1
The sale will Bet be iLe.pt open, but
of SEVÍ of Sec. 4., anl SW
f SWJ,i wLU be 'deoiared closed whea those
Sec' 3, Twp. 17N., Rng. 29E., N. M
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten pN'senV at the hour riaabed have ceased
tion to make Final Three Year Proof bidding. The person making the hig-eb- t
bid wñl 'ho required toimmediately
to establish claim to Ihe land ,above
described, before A. A. Wynne, U.
pay to tíie Reiver the amount there
Commissioner at his .office at Mos of
3J. 31(,,on tne 2a'h .day of Jan.
Any prorw; claiming adveiwly the
wry. 1920.
land hi-- advised to
above diiset-LbuClaimant pames as witnesses:
n oi
Hie their flaiüVí, or objections,
Roman Perea, Ignaei .Garcia, fiil
berio Mesta and Carlos Montoya, all liefoie the lime, designated forui.le.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexio

All Popular Drinks and Ices

HELD

over-ea:in-

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
Soda Fountain,

Buick Co.

rn

E. Las Vegas,

rfs-,;ti-

12-2-

Ice Cream Parlor

th-Weste-

713 Douglass St.

Sfcoj in connection with the
Roy Cafe.
Prompt; and efficient service

8--

SWU.'Sec.

1- -3

fre-:iifi-

d

December 17, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Marina
G. Romero, formerly Marina Gonzales
of Albert, N. M., who cn January 1:
1917, made II. E. Serial No. 024265,

--

Sou

H.B.BOIJAXON, Prop'r.

ine'ics long, w:is found m tlis;
:;nln Cms liunintnlns.
When placed
in thi il.ii'k :t gorgeous effect wü?
''V Un
luminous riiiL--s circlin:;
Imdy.
Mammoih fruit is of
ocnji';vn:'o, but In Pur.liistnke.
H;r;li. Knslnn'l. a shocking c;is
of
wns discovered.
It
(
in seven diiisies grcwlng on
oti sta!!:. '"'Ids freak, scientists sai'I.
'!i;iseil
'.v;i
hy
fescintion.
wlileli
White MfieUhirds,
'niiiirlcs. Ihim'ts and sparrows have
liooii Keen and
xhibitod. The ocean,
too, gives its s'hare of enr Kins fri'iiks.
dotihlo-ipieA
fiomiiler, with bo'ii
skies !t;;i, duplicate tins and u
eje. was caught sor.ie montlis
ago.
't--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Wi-SEj- -:

on hand

New Barber Shop

pro-'Hie- d

for the SWNWí; NWUNE; NV4
No. 020117 & 023201, made Oct. 17, 13 3 NW',i Section 20, Twp. 21N., Rng. 2S
"NJi E.. N- - M. P. Mridian, has filed notice
and Marcli IX 1313 frtr NJ-Sof intention to make Three Year Final
aSWI,
WM PN, Proof, to establish elaim to the land
Sec. 3f., T. 1'N, K. 2ÍE,
Willcox
and as jirunsjils for biRTtejt alkgts above lescribeü, before W. H. office
'his
at
U. S. Commisniuner,
vihoU
'has
Kiias
said
Tor:s
that!
Roy, N. M., ot the 6th day ef reo- eii-i
ly abandon.' 4iÍ3 said fcnmestead
ruary, 1920.
me-rthan six months'
try for
Claimant names as witnesses:
4iandonmet.ti
i lahi past and Diktt' saW
Frank ConzateR, .Albart, Jí. M., A- ntry-i- ;
: and uLsence wac not due lo She
dres Ornelas, Ry, N.. M., Pedro
Roy, N. M., Alejandro Gonman,s employment in uy ?i!tlitar
N. XL
,
"Raj,
zales,
Nava-l.o.
SeroSee
urine
of
(.service or
PAZ VALVEKUE,
ttlie' United State-i- .
Us3.-6- t
Register
oSifted
EJ-N-

A

odel"K"s

We solfct your patronage

IVi

Claimant names as witnesses
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martille;:,
Eduardo Martines, Lilis Conzales, aü
of Albert, N. M.
PA.H VALVERDE,
&t
Register

:

We have the

Tc-rro- it

1- -3

2. !$20

Will Build Them

Clean Kociirrs for rent

1-

1920.

NOTICE OF CONTEST

Office

A. I. Burleson. Geo. II. Ray, Webb
Kidd, Oscar Kidd, all of Roy, N. M.
PAS VALVERDE,
5t
Regis'.;;- -

liim;;-cac-

He !'! lllCil
íüwn; ;:.

E ti ick

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprieto

Claimant names as witnesses:
otic man (!nw:i

Oñu--

New Cafe

ESS
Parrot Stole Diamond.
Tarrots are inior. ssfns

at

Clayton, New Mexico
December 17, 1919
3
5t
Notice is hereby given that Juan I.
Romero, ef Roy, Mora county, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
who on November 13, 1916, made Addl
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land H. E. No. 023S82, for SE',4 Sec. 5,
Twp. 1SN., Rng. 25E., N. M. P. MeOffice at Clayton, New Mexico
ridian, has filed notice of intention to
December 17, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Jacob make Final Three Year Proof to esFloersheim, of Roy, Mora county, N. tablish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
M., who on November 14, and December 9, 1916, made Add'l II. E. No. Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
028394, and No.. 023383, for NE'i M., on the 3rd day of February, 1920.
Claimant names 33 witnesses:
NE4, Sec. 24, Twp. 18N., Rng 24E,
Santa Fe District, NW
NEíi, and Leandro Archuleta. Abelino Esaui- N
NWU, Sec. 19, Clayton N. M., bel, Vísente Martinez, Juan Da J. SanDistrict, Section 19, Twp. 18N., Rng. doval, all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE.
25E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noRegister
tice of intention to make Final Three 3 5t .
Year Proof to establish claim lo the
and above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
iffice at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day
of February, 1920.

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent Cleric furnished if desir
Reasonable terms. ,.Am a notary and t tt take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you eecure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
See me and get my teros and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates msde
at 'the
office.

When BETTER Cars
are built

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

AUCTIONEER

BiJls of Sale, Notes .and Mortgages

.

FOR PUBLICATION

Dollars.

i

iK

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN
The United States, because of Its
failure to ratify the peace treaty, will
not be represented on the tribunal of
five allied powers to try the former
IN
kaiser, It has been learned In Paris.
The prince of Wales will probably
leave England for Australia about the
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF middle of March on board the battle
ship Renown.
It Is believed he will
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
go by way of the Panama canal.
THE WORLD.
Many marine mines which were car
ried away by the heavy storm which
prevailed over the North sea for sevDURING THE PAST WEEK eral days are floating through the
Scandinavian straits, according .to re
ports.
Germany will be compelled to sur
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT8 render to allied military authorities
for trial 880 persons guilty of crimes
CONDEN8ED FOR BUSY
committed against the rules of war
PEOPLE.
fare. Of this number 330 will be demanded by France.
Weotern Newspaper Union NtWJ Service.
The capture of 25,400 prisoners Is
claimed In an official statement Is
WESTERN
government at MosHarry S. New, reputed son of Unit sued by the soviet
of
ed States Senator Horry 8. New of cow, giving details of the results
on
operations
the
southern
Bolshevist
Indiana, was found guilty of murder
21 and Jan. 9.
In the second degree at Los Angeles. front between Dec.
Red
Cross spent 155,
The
American
of
son
years
old,
J. B. Evans, 33
Congressman Robert E. Evans ot Da 000,000 francs in relief work In 1919,
kota City, Neb., was Instantly killed according to a report Issued from its
In an automobile accident at Sioux headquarters In Paris. Thirty million
francs of this sum were spent In Bel
Falls, S. D.
glum and the remainder on civilian
Ward McCrlll, serving a ninety-darelief In France.
Mlnot,
sentence In the county Jail at
The authorities of Barcelona, Spain,
N. D., on a bootlegging charge, shot
sixty-eigh- t
surprised
syndicalist work
Jailer,
Thompson,
the
killed
Ernie
and
In ar
ere'
delegates,
succeeded
and
and escaped.
resting all of them, although they
Soon after getting his discharge
A quantity
gendarmes.
at
from the United States marines, Edgar firedmoney,theproclamations,
list
of era
of
Tiffin Hlghes, of Fort Scott, Ivan., was ployers nnd other documents were
Worth,
In
Fort
at
foom
his
dead
found
seized by the officers.
Texas. An empty chloroform bottle
A single lock of hair from the head
was by his side. He Is believed to
of Napolean realized $100 at a sale of
committed
suicide.
have
Sotheby's the other day. The curl
Bank jiotes worth $18,000 were was presented by the little Corslcan's
of
the
mailroora
from
the
stolen
valet to Capt. Henry Holllngsworth,
teamer Cheloshln, Just before the captain of the twentieth regiment
boat entered Vancouver harbor from which was on guard at St. nelena, at
Prince Rupert, B. C. The mallroom the time of the emperor's death.
was broken Into and mall sacks were
F. J. Ro'ney and Earl Boles, Ameri
cut open. Police did not reach the cans,
who met death in the Tamplco
boat until all the passengers had left region early this month, were killed
baseThe University of California
by rebels after having disregarded
ball team has been Invited to play warnings from local authorities who
Mass.,
Cambridge,
this
Harvard at
advised them not to venture Into law-lesspring. Acceptance of the Invitation
regions alone, according to in for
Is expected, as the Culifornlans are matlon from stute officials at Tampl
to
trip
scheduled to make an Eastern
co given out by the Interior Depart
meet several Middle West college ment.
teams.
The last will and testament of AdeRoy Elfin of New Sharon, Iowa, has
Patti, the famous singer who died
lina
been sentenced to ten years In prison recently, reveals that she fuiled to be
by Judge Dan Hamilton, on his plea
queath her throat to a London hos
of guilty to arson and conspiracy to pital as she had promised years ago.
destroy property of persons known as She said at that time that she would
"Hollanders" In the vicinity of Oska be pleased to allow surgeons to ex
ldosa. He was alleged to have hired
amine the wonderful structure of her
others to set fire to the property.
vocal organs for the benefit of stu
In
the history dents.
A dense fog, the first
oí Douglas, Ariz., obscuring objects
Two Americans were killed and
only a few feet away, caused almost
wounded in a clash with an
three
one
total suspension of business for
armored
train of General Semenoff,
collision, re
day. A headon street-ca- r
commander-in-chie- f
of the
sulting In the injury of both the mo
army,
Lake
Baikal and
between
col
tormén, and an automobile truck
In the province of Translislon, in which one man was injured
baikalia, according to the correspond
occurred.
ent of the Daily Mall at Harbin. The
American automobile manufacturers
were reported to have cap
Americans
have decided to spend $5,000,000 in
building good roads In China as a pre- tured the train.
liminary to án automobile sales cam- GENERAL
paign in that country, according to R.
George Sinclair, Chicago's
oldest
3. Moore, sales manager for several settler, Is dead, aged 84. He was
who
American automobile concerns,
brought to Chicago when 15 months
arrived in San Francisco from the Far-Fa- old on the brig Illinois, from Buffalo,
on the liner Tenyo Muru.
In 1835.
Forty-thre- e
physicians of the public
WASHINGTON
been dismissed in
have
school
staff
Hearing of the government's case
against the United Shoe Machinery Chicago by order of vommlssloner of
Lack of
Company has begun In United States Health John Dill Robertson.
District Court at Little Rock, Ark. The funds was given as the reason.
Jack Britton, welterweight champion
case Is said to be important because it
will be the first to construe that pro- of America, will accompany Promoter
vision of the Clayton act which amends Cochrane to England In order to accept a $12,500 offer to box the winner
laws.
the federal anti-truBashain
The largest postoffice appropriation of the Kid
match.
$400,977,-86carrying
presented,
ever
bill
Reduction of fine silver in Canadian
for maintenance of the department
during 1021, has been passed by the currency to 800 parts with 200 parts
The original estimate was alloy by a government order has been
House.
$301,713,673,
but the House added announced In Ottawa, Ont. The for
$75,783,900
for increases In salaries mer standard was 925 fine silver and
provided for in previous legislation. 75 alloy.
The extent to which the woman vote
A real funeral ceremony, with cof
will count in the coming presidential fin and pallbearers and with "Billy"
election, If the amendment Is ratified Sunday presiding, was held at Norfolk,
in time, may be seen In the fact that Va., over John Barleycorn. The taber
there are approximately 28,000,000 nacle was jammed when Sunday
women of voting nge in the United preached the funeral sermon.
States.
Dr. Britton D. Evans, noted alienist
President Wilson may go to Hon- and superintendent of the New Jerolulu at the expiration of his term of sey state hospital, died at Morris
Hume Plains. He wns 61 years old.
At least Alexander
office.
His
Ford tendered the President an invi- testimony was the basis for the "brain
tation to become active president of storm" defense for murder presented
Association
the
and to by Harry Tbnw.
"consider residence nnd leadership In
Four1 men were killed, nine probably
a land where there is no race prejuInjured and several others se
fatally
dice."
verely burned by flaming crude oil,
The American merchant marine will when a still at the Sinclair Oil Com
show a profit of approximately $100,-00pany's refinery In Bust Chicago
a ship for 1919, according to preThe four killed were working
liminary reports in the hands of the nround the still. Their bodies were
shipping board officials and estimates burned to a crisp.
of receipts by the treasury. The gross
Sir George Palsh, British financial
receipts of the shipping board for the
year 1919 are estimated at approxi- expert, said that Europe would re
mately $1,000,000,000, and of this sum quire a loan of $20,000,000,000 for its
it Is expected that a clear profit of ap- financial rehabilitation. He proposed
be that the League of Nations float the
proximately $100,000,000 will
shown.
Officials of the shipping loan through a bond Issue underwrit
board said one ship last year netted ten by the United States, the loan to
a profit of $800,000 during a five cover a period of from five to ten
months' cruise through the Orient.
ears.
Leon Salinas, subsecretary of the
Martin Dewnl, described as a "man
Mexican Department of Commerce and without n Country," applied for a writ
Industry, and other Mexican govern- of habeas corpus in Federal Court in
ment officials en route to Washington New York. He has been held for de
via Laredo, Texas, presumably are go- portation ,on Ellis Island most of the
finaning to attend the
time since his arrest as an I. W. W.
In July, 1918, in Seattle, and claims
cial conference nt Washington.
Withdrawal of American troops St. Hertagenlosch, Holland, as his
The Dutch government
from Siberia will be begun nt once. birthplace.
Secretnry Baker announced. Some of has refused to accept him.
Thirty-fiv- e
aliens ordered deported
the 8,000- troops will be removed immediately to ships now In Siberia and from Detroit were sent to Ellis Island.
the remainder will be withdrawn as A thousand friends and sympathizers
the evacuation of the 40,000 Czecho- gave the deportees a noisy sendoff at
slovaks proceed.
the station, but there was no disorder,
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Board to be secuned.
The coining special session of the
Arizona Legislature will vote unanimously for the Susan B. Anthony
amendment, according to A, A. Johns,
president of the Senate.
The New Mexico Wool Growers' As
sociation will hold Its state conven
tion in Roswell on March 8 and 9, it
was decided at a meeting of the state
executive committee at Albuquerque.
Effective at once, all dance halls
and public dancing places In the city
of Phoenix must close at midnight
each night, and must not operate at
all on Sunday, under the terms of an
ordinunce passed unanimously by the
CItv Commission.
The Tenaja district of Colfax coun
ty, N. M., will dedicate a new $5,000
school on Lincoln's birthday, Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruc
tion John V. Conway, was1 advised in
a letter from County School Superin
,. .
tendent It. C. Bonney.
R.- M. Johnson,
a brakeman on the
Santa Fe, was seriously injured at
Belén, N. M., by coining In contact
with a live wire. He was badly
burned about the legs and body and
was unconscious for nearly six hours
after the accident.
The Bank of Springer, N. M., became the First National bank on January 1, and at the present time is regarded as one of the most solid institutions In the state. The bank wns
organized In the early 80's In connecpringer Mercantile
tion with the
Company and became the Bank of
Springer under the territorial laws In
1906.

.

Almost trebling Its receipts of 1918,
the Arizona State Land Board took In

$774,505.49 for the year 1919, according to figures submitted by Sales
The
Agent George A. MacDonald.
land department represented an annual deficit to the state up to the
year 1945, MacDonnld says, and since
then has been showing bigger receipts
for every year.
Boys in the agricultural department
of the Colfax county high school at
s
instituRaton, N. M., a
tion, made their experimental work
Smith-Hughe-

pay them well. E. D. Smith, supervisor of vocational agriculture, who
mnde a visit to Raton, found that
they made an Income of from $300 to
$500 from their projects last summer.
One who planted wheat got an Income
of $450 from his crop.
An Important change in the admin-

istration of leased lands of the state
came into effect through the signing
of an order by Samuel L. Pattee, Judge
of the Superior Court, making house
bill number 60 a law. The law re
vises the state land code of Arizona
and abolishes the long recognized but
unsatisfactory system of "dummy
tenantry," which stockmen were be
lieved to be using in order to rent
lands In the state domain in the pro
portions that their Interests required.
Denying his right to occupy down
town offices in Phoenix at the ex
pense of the state while regular of
fices are furnished him in the Capitol
buildings Attorney General Wiley E.
Jones of Arizona announced that he
proposes to continue his use of the ex
offices and that he will
tra down-towpay the bill therefor out of his own
pocket, if necessary, but that he believes there will be no occasion to do
so and that he hopes the governor and
the public in general will judge him
as he judges himself.
That auto tourists are being given
some wrong advice about Arizona
roads and are, being routed from El
Paso and Deming by way of Bowie,
Wilcox and Benson, instead of the
borderland route through Douglas,
Bisbee and Tombstone, is the state
ment of J. S. Williams, contractor,
who has been working for the last
few months on the grading and surfacing of the highway through Wil
cox dry lake.
The school budget for New Mexico
for the present school year ending
June 30, 1920, amounts to $3,748,875,
3ays the Taxpayers' Association 'of
New Mexico. For comparison it may
be stated that the expenditures for
the state fiscal year endlne Novem
ber 30, 1918, were $2,658,706.80 and
for the previous fiscal year, $2,338,- Of the ' total of three und
015.50.
r
millions that will be ex
pended during the present year, nearly $3,000,000 will accrue from the 1919
state, county and disttict school levies.
It may be mentioned in passing that
of the taxes
more than
levied In New Mexico are devoted to
the support of the public elementary
and high schools.
According to the report of Dr.
Mumey of Grenvllle, N. M., the new
hospital which is now being equipped
at. that place will be one of the best
In the eastern part of the state. Much
of the equipment has already been received and It is expected to have the
place in operation in the next sixty
n

three-quarte-

one-thir- d

days.
The Chamber of Commerce Is making plans to look after the comforts

of all tourists and health seekers this
year by placing benches and seats on
all the vacant lots and small parks in
the city of Albuquerque.

Your
Feel grand ! Clean np Inside
system is filled with liver and bowel
poison which keeps your skin sallow,
your stomach upset, your head foggy
and aching. Tour meals are turning
into poison and you can not feel right.
Don't stay bilious or constipated. Feel
splendidly always by taking Cascarets
They act without gripoccasionally.
ing or inconvenience. They never sick
en you like Calomel, Salts, Oil or
nasty, harsh Pills. , They cost so little
too Cascarets work while you sleep,
1

NOTE HANDED HOLLAND
CRIMES

OF

FORMER

EMPEROR

GIVEN AS REASON ENOUGH
FOR TRIAL.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

I

w

(ASCARAfcMUININt

"Cascarets"

LAND TO DELIVER EMPEROR

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Definite information concerning the
capacity that the Lyniun dam would
was orhove at various elevation
dered by the Arizona State Land

IMS

FIVE MILLION PEOPLE
USED IT LAST YEAK

ER

COUNCIL

iK

dr.
Paris, Jan. 19. The Temps asserts
that the general secretary of the peace
Army Costs.
conference has handed to the Dutch
Among other military Questions, let
minister a note from the supreme counus consider whether airplanes should
cil, demanding the extradition of for
come under the head of overhead exmer Emperor William.
penses.
The supreme council's note to the
Dutch government, asking that the forSHABBY. FADED
mer German- emperor be given up to SEE
GARMENTS TURN NEW
the allies, under Article 227 of the Ver
sailles treaty, for trial, points out that
If the former emperor had remained
"Diamond Dyee" Make Old Apparel
In Germany he would hnve been deliv
Fresh and Stylish.
ered under the same conditions by the
Germnn government.
Don't worry about perfect results.
"Among so many crimes," the note Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
recalls the "cynical violation of the give's, new, rich, fadeless color to any
neutrality of Belgium and Luxemburg ; fabric, whether it be wool, silk, linen,
the barbarous system of hostages, cotton or mixed goods, dresses,
blouses, stockings, skirts, children's
massed deportations, systematic devastation without military reasons, the coats, feathers, draperies, coverings
everything I
submarine war," and declares:
The Direction Book with each pack"For all of which acts responsibil
age
tells how to diamond dye over any
suity, at least moral, renches the
f
preme chief who ordered them or color.
To match any material, have dealer
abused his unlimited powers to break
show you "Diamond Dye" Color Card.
or permit others to break the most saAdv.
cred rules of human conscience.
"The powers cannot conceive," it adds,
,v new puLneL UHe
in mmm ui
that the Netherlands would regard business cards ejects iut
a card part of
with less reprobation than themselves
.
.l
- U
A
ie yitaaeu.
responsibility weighing lis luiigui us u lever
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DONT
DESPAIR
If yoa are troubled with pains or

aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard ramody for Iddnay,
livar, bladder and uric add troublaa and
National Ramody of Holland tinea 1696.
Guarantaad.
Tbraa aiioa, all druggists.
Lm for tho bum Gold Madal M arery Us

4
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the Immense
Holland would
upon the
not be fulfilling her international duty
if she refused to associate herself with
other nations, so far as she is able, to
prosecute, or at least not Impede, the
punishment of crimes committed."
It concludes by expressing the con
viction that Holland, one of the first
to claim a place In the league of nations, will not desire to cover by moral

authority the essential principles of
the solidarity of nations, and that all
are Interested to prevent a return of a
similar catastrophe.
Rpriin. Two of the German officers
who committed acts of violence against
the interallied commission for evacuation of the Baltic have been arrested.
One Is the officer who ordered the
British officer held fast while he spat
In his face. Both will be tried belore
a special court In Berlin.
In addition, General Von Eberhardt,
whom the government named as successor to Gen. Von der Goltz for cooperation with the commission to get
the rebellious troops back tA German
soil, but who Is charged with much re-

,,,-.,-
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ASPIRIN INTRODUCED
BY "BAYER" IN

1900

Look for name "Bayer" on the tablets,
then you need never
worry.

If

s
you want the true,
Aspirin, as prescribed by physicians
for over eighteen years, you must ask
for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
The "Bayer Cross" is stamped on
each tablet and appears on each package for your protection against Imiworld-famou-

tations.
In each package of "Bayer Tablets
of Aspirin" are safe and proper directions for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia;
Rheumatism,
Toothache,
Earache,
Lumbago, Neuritis, and for Pain in
general.

Liver and Bowels
Right Always
Feel Fine
There's one right way to speedily ten
....
- .J
the bowels regular.
y
á,L. II...-

Carter's Little
Liver Pills never
.
i

i it:

CiRTERS

:

will testify
that there is

S

nothing

VER
PILLS

ao
mod for bil
iousness, indigestion, headache or sallow, pimply skin. Purely vegetable.
Small PIO Small Dose Small Price
DH. CARTER'S IRON PILLS, Nature's
great nerve and blood tonic for
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.
Stasias anal star iltaafar

Handy tin boxes containing 12 tablets
cost but a few cents. Druggists also
sell larger "Bayer" packages. Aspirin
Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlchcldester of Sallcy-licacl-
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..DIGESTION
.Caused by

Adv.

Even If a woman doesn't get the Acid-Stoma- ch
sponsibility for the obstructive tactics right kind of husband she thinks it
and hostile conduct has been called to Is better than being left.
out ot
Wiltons of people in fact about
10
uHer mora or leea from Indlf eitlon.
Berlin to give on accounting of his be
aouta or cbronlo. Nearly every caaa la
havior.
cauaed by
Important to Mothers
Thara ara other atomach disorder which
belota-lnExamine carefully every bottle of aleo are aura algna of
heartburn, bloat after eating, food reCASTORIA, that fnmous old remedy
Sorry Turkey Joined Hung.
are
There
aour,
peating,
atcmach.
(aaey
children, and see that it many
alimenta which, while they do not
Paris. In his speech at the open for infants and
Itaelf,
atomach
In
cauee
the
much
dletreta
ing of the Turkish parliament the sul
are, neyertheleaa, traceable to an
Among theae ara nervouaneoa.
tan referring to "Turkey's mistase in
blllouaneia, olrrhoile ot the liver, rheuma-tlaentering the war on the Teutonic In Use for Over 30 Years.
Impoverlahed blood, weakness, tneom-nlmelancholia and a long train of phye-icside," according to reports of the Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
and mental mlaerlea that keep thai
Con
from
speech Just received here
victima In miserable health year after year.
right thing to do ta to attack thee
The
stantinople. "It is unnecessary at this
of tha
Think t'aree times before you speak, ailments at their source get ridremedy
called
A wonderful modern
time to explain the gravity of our sit- and then give the other fellow a
EATONIC now makes It easy to do this.
clearsightedness,
Prudence,
uation.
grateful
ot
ot
of
thousands
One
hundreds
himself.
fool
to
a
of
make
chance
users of EATONIC writes: "I have been
firmness and patriotism ought to lead
troubled with Intestinal Indigestion for about
us to safety and success. Justice is
nine years and have spent quita a aum for
GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER.
medicine, but without relief. After usinr
the foundation on which all human
EATONIC for a few daya tha fas and palna
society rests," said the sultan.
in my bowela disappeared. EATONIC la Just
remedy I needed."
the
Constipation Invites other troubles
We have thousands at letters telling of
Which come speedily unless quickly these marvelous benefits. Try EATONIC and
Would Reimburse Liquor Owners.
checked and overcome by Green's yon, too, will ba Just as anthualaatto la Its
Prohibition leaders August Flower which is a gentle laxa- Praise.
Washington.
Your drugglat has EATONIC. Get a big
box from him today. He will refund!
are working out a comprehensive pro- tive, regulates digestion both In loo
your money If you ara not aatlaflad,
gram for reimbursing the owners of stomach and Intestines, cleans and
intoxicating liquor for the losses to be sweetens the stomach and aMmentary
sustained under constitutional prohi- canal, stimulates the liver to secrete
bition. A proposal has been submitthe bile and Impurities from the blood.
"3 ( TOR YOÜR
ted to the Treasury Department by It is a sovereign remedy used in many
In
prohibitionists
some of the
thousands of households all over the
which provided that the govern civilized world
for more than half a
ment shall purchase all the liquors century by those who have suffered
amountbond,
under
held
being
now
with, indigestion, nervous dyspepsia,
ing to about 60,000,000 gallons. Treas- sluggish
SHAVES
liver, coming up of food, palury certtficatés would be Issued for
Inconstipation
other
and
pitation,
the liquor and these liquidated only testinal troubles. Sold by druggists
as the government finds legitimate and dealers everywhere. Try a bottle,
Outieort Sottp h the favorite or ttf ty nuor iharínf
uses for this large amount of bonded
take no substitute. Adv.
spirits.
Watson K. Coleman,
"Home Is what you make It." It can PATEE1TS Patent Lawyer. Wajhlnaton.
Í). O. Advice and book iree.
Dakota Ask Big Loan.
be a real home ob merely a house.
Kates reasonable. Highest ret aranosa. Beeteerrlaeat
Representative Sin
Washlncton.
:lalr of North Dakota has introduced
in the House a bill authorizing the
Treasury Department to deposit in
the Bank of North Dakota $10,000,000,
which the bank will loan on Its own
Sufferers Should Realize That S. S. S. has been successfully
used for Rheumatism for more
responsibility to farmers in the
It Is Blood Infection.
areas in order mat
than fifty years, and many volunDoubtless like other sufferers,
tary
testimonials re on file from
the grain acreage for 1920 may be
you have often asked yourself this
greatly increased.
question, which continues to re- those whom it has benefitted. Try
y,
it
main unaswered.
and you will find your
Science has proven that Rheu self at last on the right track to
Reds Use Chinese Troops.
iriatism is caused by a germ in get rid of your Rheumatism. For
Copenhagen.
The Bolshevik! are
your blood, and the only way to treatment of your individual case
throwing large forces on the Lettish
reach it is by a remedy which address Chief Medical Adviser,
front, includimr Chinese regiments,
eliminates and remove these lit- Swift Specific Co., Dept. 43, AtLettish
'says a dispatch to the official
tle pain demons.
lanta, Ga,
every
bureau at Riga. The Letts
DISEASE AMONG HORSES
the answer !
where. Suva the dispatch, have re
countei
powerful
pulsed the enemy's
SPOHN'S DISTEMPER COMPOUND
attacks with enormous enemy losses,
Wherever there Is contagious disease amonf? horsea
SPOHN'S is the solution of all trouble.
SPOHN'S Is inand captured a number of villages in
valuable In all' cases of DISTKMPKIt, PINK Í3YK, INFLUthe advance on RJeshltza. They also
ENZA,
COUGHS and GOLDS. A few dropB a day will protect your horse exposed to disease. Regular doses three
have' captured the Junction of Pyta-lostimes a day will act marvelously on your borse actually
and many villages in the direci
sick.
BPOHN MEDICAL CO, Goshea, IniL, V. 8. A.
Pskov.
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Why Suffer from It?
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When Father

Pays

for Good

Things He Has Had.
Shadows Upon Life Are Not Always
Affairs-He- alth
Caused by Financial
Specialist Occasionally
Gets Busy.
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Speaking about the Influence of
money on human happiness, and the

r

fact that the lasting pleasures of life
are totally unassociated with money,
father Is a very good example of the
latter premise, writes Glenrf M. Farley In the Seattle
Father's very special health specialist
has forbidden him to smoke his pipe
before midday, and the pleasure of
life has completely vanished from all
his forenoons. More thnn that, father
has been a prodigious feeder all his"
life, with emphasis at the breakfast
hour, and the s. In s. has cut off the
breakfost at one fell stroke, and permitted him to partake of milk only at
that hour. Hence we have a snd, depressed, peevish person masquerading
as father, until the stroke of high
noon; then there are large eats and
much scratching of matches and volu-

1 Hecent photograph of Anthony Camlnettl, commissioner general of Immigration, who signs the deportation orders of the reds. 8 Throng of Italians arriving at Eoston on the steamer Cretlc, showing the tide of
Immigration has turned again.
3 The relchstag in Berlin, scene of the bloody riots that were said to be part
'
of a revolutionary plot.
:

NEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENT EVENTS
league
United

of Nations Is Born but

States and Other

Nations Are Absent.

police, patiently resisting for a time,
finally opened fire with machine guns
and rifles. About forty of the rioters
were killed and scores wounded. The
government openly accused the Independent members of the relchstag
with aiding In the attack, asserting
some of them went to the windows of
the building and motioned the mob on.
Next day It was officially announced
that the demonstration was the beginning of an attempt to stnrt a general
revolution which was to be led by
radical government officials.
Ever since the signing of the armistice Germany has fostered the Idea
ihnt the reds were likely to get control of that country unless It were
given milder terms by the allies, and
some correspondents have insisted
that such reports could not be believed.
Tills latest apparent revolt
will give some support to the German
appeals for leniency and to the Insidious, cleverly worded editorials of
certain American metropolitan papers
which argue that the reparations commission must treat Germany gently
and permit her to regain her old
strength la order that she may successfully stand between the bolshev-lst- s
of Russia and western Europe. If
the German press represents the German nation, what It would do with Its
regained strength Is made very clear
by the articles published after the exchange of ratifications of the treaty.
The burden of them was recovery of
all the nation had lost, and Revenge
with a big It.
.

BLOODY

RIOTS

IN

BERLIN

Communists Attempt to Start a Revo
lution Poland Needs Help to ReSettlement of
pel Bolshevists
Adriatic Trouble Constl-- .
tutional Prohibition
In

Effect

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

The League of Nations came Into
being last Friday, the first meeting
of its council being held In Paris pur
suant to a call Issued by President
Wilson. At present It Is admittedly
somewhat of a weakling, since the
United States Is not a member and
Russia. Germany and some other powBut
ers have not been admitted.
America doubtless will adhere to the
covenant before long, and the league
will then proceed to fulfill, or not ful
fill, the rosy predictions of Its crea
tors. Most of the world wishes It
well and hopes It will prove to be the
beneficent Institution that Its ardent
supporters believe It will be.

The nations participating

In

the

opening meeting of the league council

'

The allied nations have been disposed to regard Poland as the real
bulwark against the bolshevlst flood,
and Poland so considers herself.
Last week Secretary of War Baker
recommended to the state department

and their representatives were:
France Leon Bourgeois, former
that the United States furnish surpremier.
.
plus
military supplies to Poland to
of
Curzon
Great Britain Earl
In repelling the bolshevlsts.
help
her
Kedlestone, foreign secretary.
Italy Signor Scialoia, foreign min- General Bliss appeared before the
house ways and means committee to
ister.
discuss a proposed loan of $150,000,-00- 0
foreign
Hymans,
Belgium Paul
for food relief for Europe, and deminister.
Spain Count Quiñones De Leon, clared that If the loon were made
this country should call on the allied
ambassador to France.
governments to contribute their surGreece Ellptherios Venizelos, preplus military supplies to Poland bemier,
Japan Viscount Chinda, ambassa- cause that nation alone could prevent
the bolshevikl from swamping westdor to Great Britain.
ern Europe. The Poles, he added, are
amCunha,
Da
Dr.
Gastoa
Brazil
poorly equipped as to everything,
bassador to France.
while the soviet armies are well
trained, well equipped and well led,
esStates,
United
people
of
the
The
and
outnumber the Poles.
pecially, perhaps, the business men,
do not at all relish the fact that this
The imminent return of the 8,000
country alone Is now technically at
war. with Germany. They are letting Americans In Siberia Is again promthe senate know how they feel, and ised, and apparently It Is high time.
thus the pressure on that august body A correspondent at Harbin says an
to reach a compromise on the treaty American detachment in
recently fought with troops of
has been Increasing dnlly. The people
General Semenoff, commander of the
3o not wish the matter put up to
army, and took an arthem as a political Issue In the presidential campaign, for they do not mored train from them. Two of the
Americans were killed. The Czechoclaim to be experts at
and feel that the senate should attend slovaks, to aid whom the Tanks went
to Its own business, All last week to Siberia, have had frequent clashes
It
the compromisers were busy trying to with Semenoffs men.
reach a common base, assuming thot
The bolshevikl have continued their
President Wilson would not reject
movement In the Caucasus
forward
redespite
his
reservations
moderate
peated assertions to the contrary. and along the Black sea, and , now
But article 10 was, as ever,the stick- comes news of a new movement In
ing point, and at this writing a settle- that part of the world which they are
ment was not In sight Meanwhile, said to be supporting. Enver Pasha,
who formerly was minister of war of
Immediately following the promulgation of the peace treaty, the other na- Turkey and was elected king of Kurditions are sending their representatives stan, has started what Is called a bolshevlst revolt In Turkestan, Afghan?
to Germany and pushing their camlstan and Baluchistan and for which
paigns to secure trade.
the government at Moscow has con's
Plans are being laid for a great edu- tributed large sums of money.
cational, financial and Industrial conultimate aim, It Is said, Is Indiá.
ference for the purpose of restoring Those who understand conditions In
throughout
the the countries mentioned assert this Is
conditions
normal
world. Support for the scheme has not a genuine bolshevlst movement,
been asked of the governments of but Is directed against Great Britain.
the entente and neutral nations of
However that may be, It is likely to
rope and the Chamber of Commerce cause the British considerable trouble.
of the United States by a large number of leading men of this country
The Adriatic problem seems about to
and Europe. The original call does be solved, and In a way quite opposite
not Include Germany and Austria, but to that on which President Wilson Init Is stated that these countries as sisted. Mutual concessions have been
well as Japan and the
agreed upon, and though neither Italy
republics will be asked to send dele- nor
a
Is wholly satisfied,
gates.
probably both will yield. By the arrangement, Flume Is to be governed
The communists of Germany, who by a municipal council under the ad
take advantage of every excuse to vice of an Italian high commissioner
tart trouble, staged a great demon- and a small Independent state will
stration In Berlin against the governsurround the city. Italy Is given conment's measure putting the work- trol over the city of Zara but abanmen's councils on a legal basis. Thoudons her demand for the neutraliza
sands of them undertook to force their tion of the Dalmatian coast. She Is
way Into the relchstag and Noske's granted a mandate over Albania, but
trans-Baika-I-

treaty-makin-

g

.

En-ver-

Latin-Americ-

Jugo-Slnvl-

will modify her boundary claims In
favor of Serbia.
The Slovenes of
a
so strongly opposed some
features of the settlement that the
country's delegation felt Inclined to
reject the proposal,, whereupon Lloyd
George and Clemenceau told the government at Belgrade that It must say
yes or no to the Italian offer at once.
The French, British and Italian
premiers on Thursday handed the
conditions of peace to the Hungarian
delegation In Paris. There was no
ceremony.
Ambassador Wallace and
the Japanese ambassador were pres'
Jugo-Slavl-

ent
Secretary of Labor Wilson says
that every alien who advocates the
overthrow of the American ' government by force or who belongs to an
organization holding such views will
be deported "as fast as we can get
the ships." But each of them will be
In
given a fair hearing, he added.
New York Federal Judge Knox has
caused the federal officials some worry
by ruling that those held In deportn-tlo- n
proceedings must be released on
Immediately.

bail

Immigration

au-

thorities say this would make it almost Impossible to get cases against
many of the radicals. The government officials are now eager for legislation that will permit them to
handle properly those reds who are
citizens. The senate passed the Sterling sedition bill for this purpose, but
the house considers It too stringent In
some particulars and Is formulating
one of its own. The chief objection
to the Sterling measure was it put
too much power In the hands of the
postmaster general, virtually
war-tim-

e

censorship

of publi-

cations.

John Barleycorn turned up his toes
Friday. At eight o'clock that
morning the forces of the directors of
federal prohibition were afield all over
the country looking for violators of
the constitutional amendment which
went Into effect. The day dreaded
by so many Americans was preceded
by several events that caused wets
preliminary distress. The Supreme
court destroyed one of their hopes by
refusing to permit the New Jersey
liquor dealers to Institute original
proceedings In that court to test the
constitutionality of the prohibition
on

The court decided It
amendment.
Next the Interhad no Jurisdiction.
nal revenue office announced that
after Friday no liquor might be kept
except In government bonded warehouses or In homes. A general movement of bottles and jugs from club
lockers and hotels to residences began forthwith, and the officials were
kind enough not to enforce the provisions against the transportation of
intoxicants while it was in progress.
Then along came Prohibition Commissioner Kremer with a ruling thot
fruit juices and ciders came under the
dry ban If they contain more than
one-haof 1 per cent of alcohol and
that the penalties are the samo as In
the case of stronger liquors.
lf

minous clouds of smoke. His mornings are h 1, and his afternoons are
heaven, snys father, and one can well
believe him ; these clouds and shadows
upon life, one observes, have nothing
to do with money. But doesn't It pass
belief what a little thing can alter
the whole color of man's Ufe, and cast
him from a condition of comparative
pleasure Into the slough of despond?
However, these little breaks In the
regular habit of the Individual seem to
be hyglenlcally necessary. A man may,
of course, mistreat himself shamefully,
and still contrive to be up and around ;
but nobody cares to barely drag out an
Consider how many bales
existence.
of tobacco father must have absorbed
In perhaps forty years of uninterrupted pipe pulling I The health sharp
comes along and tells him that he has
enough surplus nicotine In his system
to start a tobacco factory. And besides this there are about the same
number of years given over to the Indulgence of a farmhand's appetite
without the farmhand's exercise. Father will put away a meal that would
make a f. h. JealouR, and then ride
down town and sit in an office chair
all day I He will stand this for 30 or
40 years and then complain that he Is
not feeling just right, and he wonders
what Is the matter with him I
When we come to consider father
we recognize, at once, that he ought
to have a guardian. There is where
the very special health specialist
comes In. He steps in and takes father's breakfast and his pipe away
If he does
from him, and It Is stand-of- f
not also take his lunch and his din
ner away from him before his rigorous
course Is completed. Arid when all is
done, father Is either stepping high,
like a blind horse, and feeling his
oats, or the boys around the office are
chipping In to buy him a wreath. It Is
a long chance, but he has to take It.
Having enjoyed his own
and entirely erroneous way for 40
years, It Is high time somebody was
stepping In and telling hlra what to do.
The great mistake, with most human
beings, is that their parents stop
spanking them too early In life.

ALLEN

WOULD PROTECT THE PUBLIC

Gov. Henry J. Allen of Kansas
bandied the coal strike situation In
his state in a way that attracted national attention.
He acted on the
principle that the public Interest Is
supreme, seized the mines and set
volunteers to work In getting out the
coal.
He now proposes to give perf'
manency to this emergency policy.
The Kansas court of Industrial relations, planned by Governor Allen and
to be submitted to the special session
of the legislature, Is founded upon the
Idea of giving the labor unions a direct
legal entity and taking away the strike
privilege by giving the unions and the
employers something else. This court
can only be appealed to when efforts
at mediation have failed.
It can act upon its own Initiative
,when the public welfare Is endangered.
,It can take over the operation of an
essential Industry It provides only
for operation In disputes Involving fuel, food, clothing and transportation
when the owners threaten to close It down and It can put the owners or
managers In jail. It can take over any labor union which conspires to decrease production or to close an industry, take its money, and put Its leaders
and Its members In jail.
The court Is the direct representative of the public and not the representative of either the employer or the employee.

if' wV

WAR

MEDALS

AS "MADE IN GERMANY"

Representative James V.
of Oklahoma, told the house
the other "day of the war medals Issued by the German authorities to
keep the people In a proper frame of
mind. He described seven.
No. 1 was designed to show that
America was not Interested In the war
and If she did enter she would be de-

ic

stroyed. No. 2 was designed to show
that America had few ships and that
they would be sunk. No. 3 conveyed
the Idea that America was not neutral
and was selling munitions to the allies
and not to Germany. No. 4 dealt with
the sinking of American ships, America threatening and Germany declaring unrestricted submarine warfare.
No. 5 was In derision of President
Wilson and his 14 points. No. 6 represented the American rooster crowing over the Argonne victory and deSSSs3
rided America for fighting for the
right of Chinese, Hindus and negroes.
No. 7 was the famous Lusltanla medal, which was made several days before the Lusltanla was sunk. On one side It pictures a scene In New York
city, showing a great crowd of people standing before the Cunard line window for the purpose of buying tickets. The warning given by the German
ambassador not to sail on that ship Is represented by a skeleton standing In
the ticket window. On the other side Is the Lusltanla submarined, half sunk,
and the German Inscription stating It was sent to the bottom of the sea on the
7th of May, 1915.
L

STORM CENTER

d

.....Ni

OF GERMAN

l

FINANCE

Mathlas Erzberger;' vice president
and minister of finance of the German
republic. Is apparently the storm center of the German financial problem.
He Is apparently Germany's strongest
public figure, with the possible exception of Gustave Noske. Anyway, be
Is probably the most discussed man
If not the most execrated In Ger-

Not African Golf.
Of course, PIttsburghers, being every
thing that Is good and clever In the
pastime of the links, know whnt "African golf means. But did they ever
hear of "Mississippi marbles?" That's
a new name for craps; we have It on
the authority of a flock of negroes arraigned before Magistrate- Simpson
charged with toying with the elusive
and aggravating little cubes.
"We were only playing 'Mississippi
marbles,' " pleaded one of the prison-

many today.

There Is a widespread belief;
among financiers, bankers and financial writers In Germany, that If two
of Erzberger's plans are put Into effect Germany will face actual ruin.
The most Important of these two
measures Is the emergency levy on
property which they assert will reduce

-

ers in extenuation.
Industrial fortunes of 10,000,000 marks
What's
"'Mississippi marbles?'
to less than 8,000,000 In ,a decade.
that?" asked the puzzled magistrate.
The second measure Is the Income
"Why why, jes' craps," explained
tax, which will "beggar every modest
the spokesman.
fortune as well as every great for"I've learned something," said the
tune."
court, "but just the same you fellows
Erzberger, as well as his enemies, looks to America for financial help.
are too big, too old, to play marbles, a He says: "We will make our Investments attractive In every way for
kid's game ; so I'll fine you each $10." Americans.
I will guarantee that the only tax on the capital of nonresidents
New York Times.
will be an Income tax not to exceed 30 per cent"

Ancient Town Rearises.
Dedeagatch derives its name from
Presidential politics Is humming a monastic community of dervishes
these days, and the contest among the belonging to the Dede sect, who
there In the fifteenth century,
candidates for the head of the ticket,
especially the Republican ticket, Is soon after the capture of Constantigrowing mighty lively. The managers nople. This little town, which but a
few years ago, was a hamlet comand scouts of each of the chief contenders are hustling around after posed of fishermen's huts, has now
delegations and the headquarters are quite eclipsed the Homeric Enos It
the scenes of almost continuous con- commercial Importance. Railway construction gave enhanced value to an
General Wood, Governor
ferences.
Lowden and Senator Harding seem to unsafe harbor, and made more accesbe leading the field, but the others are sible a large neighboring forest ol
not Idle or hopeless by any means. the yalonla oaks from which we get
It Is a notable fact that women are our best tanning materials. It Is sup
taking a prominent part In the cam- posed to occupy the site of ancient
Zone, the place to which, according
paign. The Democrats are still restto classical poets, the woods followed
ing under the shadow of the third-terOrpheus when set In motion by hii
possibility.
Herbert Hoover Is looked at with the wondrous music. .
appraising eyes of the Wsrwlcks of
both parties, for his political affilia
Much Room In British Guiana.
Of the total area of British Guiana,
tion has been uncertain. Now Julius
Barnes, his close friend,, declares Mr. 57,777,280 acres, only 198,352 acres
Hoover Is a "progressive Republican" were under cultivation In 1918, an Inwho "will never allow himself ta be a crease of 50,033 acres since 1913. The
candidate for high office nor allow population Is a little more than three
his friends to make an effort In his to each square mile.
behalf, unless there shall come such
Indisputable evidence of such sponParlor Soldier.
taneous and universal popular demand
"He likes to dress up In untfont
that It, will overwhelm his present and go to parties and balls In miliresolution not to enter politics." From tary splendor, but he has never realwhich It may be deduced that Mr. ly smelled powder."
Hoover Is almost In the conventional
"Oh, yes, he has! The violet tintreceptive mood.
ed kind."

ADMIRAL

VY.

S. SIMS: BORN TO TROUBLE

set-'tie-

m

Rear Admiral William S. Sims, Ü.
appears to be born to trouble
as the sparks fly upward. You see, he
has the sailor's habit of speaking his
"
mind. A year or so before the war he
was given an official reprimand for
publicly stating that American and
British battleships would be found
'mM.iii.il,.-side by side In the hour of danger.
Just the same, this same sallorman
not long afterward was In command of
the American fleet that went to the
aid of England and did some admirable work.
On his return to this country Admirable Sims wrote a srerles of articles
on the American navy abroad. He
fell foul of the Sinn Felners in Ireland and raised another rumpus.
And now Admiral Sims declines
to accept the distinguished service
medal awarded him, and practically
accuses Secretary of the Navy Dana)
tinrn Newipiiper Onion
iels of gross favoritism In making the
awards. It appears that Secretary
Daniels did not pay much attention to the list of 19 naval officers recom
mended for the distinguished service medal by Admiral Sims. Anyway, Secretary Daniels ordered the navy department's board of awards reconvened, td
Chairman Page of the senate committee on
revise the recommendations.
naval affairs requested full information concerning the recommendations ol
the board of awards and the secretary's, changes therein.
There may be a congressional investigation going Into the whole matter.
President Wilson has the final say in the award of medals and crosses.
f
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be boy'ot tiil by nil
tie other trminbcrs of tho Leajtr.u and
will f.rul Itself cut off from both
mvl social eomimmlciition' vltli
the re.it of the world.
How It Will Prevent Wars.
It Is not churned that the League of
Nations will do nwny with war nlto-Se- t
her. Every possible provisión lh;it
h.vjaau intelligence nin devise will bu
liKide to settle international disputes
peaccubly. IUit should nil the.se mens-arc- s
fall nnd two raUnns go to war,
this Is whiu will lüipj.oti :
If both parties to the d;sp;ite limi
observed t'.ie rules of the League, the
ijüiíi- - nations will stand back nr.d let
i'iietn i'tíit It' out.
War under s;:c!i
cliv.ttr.s: unces is Kffleult to imagine,
however,
before tho nngry nations will bo allowed to light In
the rules of the League,
so much time must elapso that In all
probability their anger will cool nnd
they will reach an umienblo underla'Wtel rmtlob

AST TO 0'DAS I
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THE LAND.
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Majority Feel That Presidsnt's Guidance Should Be Held He Regards
Pact A3 Sure ta Cc.ts Soon.
(By Mt. Clemens News Bureau)
Aboard President Wilson's Special

Train From the Capital at Washing.
ton to tha far Pacific coa3t tho Presi.
dent of tho United States has jour-m- i
eyed on the mc3t unusual expedition
"ver undertaken by a chief executive
oí the nation.
To discus3 national questions, many
presidents have toured the land; but
."Mr. Wilson Is laying before America
a question which affects tho whole
world the question of whether or not
we are to Join In tho League of Nations; whether we are to forget our
i former Isolation and nhare
with the
other peoples of tho earth the responsibilities of maintaining civilization
p flJid
preventing, as he says we can do.
viutnrs wanare.
Between the capital and the coast
the president mud') fifteen speeches
M half a dozen brief talk..:. All of
VW MÍMow citizens listened to him.
".Several millions had the chance to see
him, and apparently everyone wanted
to see him, from those who thronged
too streets of the cities and towns
where" he stopped, to those who came
.to ,the railsida or stood nt little flag
.stations in remote places, knowing
their only reward could be a fleeting
. Xllmpse and a wave of the hand.
He. has met and talked to all types
of cithers to men big in the busl-.Ba, financial and professional worlds,
'.. to farmers and mechanical workers,
Indians and cowboys and foreign-lorn lierders and rangers, to soldiers
nd to mothers who lost soldier-son- s
. 'to the late war.
What do they all tell him?
they say they want peace
definitely settled, they want no more
wars, they want the League of Na- Ion, and; most. of the American people. It may. be .'fairly said, tell the
President they', want tho League just
tU reservations or
.as It
mendmenta which certain senators
IJjave Insisted upon. The majority of
t':Itizens say to those who Interview
' thm on this tour:
"Woottrow Wilson guided us rightly1
3i1etf and during the war with
We entered that war, every
one agrees, t ejvij
wars. Ho says
the IfáguíTcau do thr.C 'We vvanf to
t io that, so" let ua keen on trusting him
t.iH iget tho l;ag':e luto operation a,
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Machinery

"The Early Bird Catches the Worm,,
If you contemplate buying a TractorV"Do It Now'

for every
The AVERY Makes
size of farm. See us and we'll help you to select
what you need.

What we have (o fear Is that some
nation will go to war In defiance of
the League, and every precaution has
boon t ken to suppress such a nation
by the Immediate use of the united
power of the other nation. If
boycott failed to brln her
to terms the would have to face a
combined
International army and
navy. The founders of the League believe that the mere possibility of such
u situation will prevent any nation
from violating its ngrpement.
Does
anyone think that Germany
would
have bej;un war five years ago If she
ad known that nearly all the other
great powers would combine against
'nter-natlon-

SuAHkoS'

Irrtegrity a Requisite.

Integrity is a prime essential to real;
success. One who Is dishonest may
pile tip money, but riches are not1 Important without honor and the respect
of your associates. I try always
my word, no matter how trifllDfr
the circumstances, and never pronilsi
what I can't fulfill. I Insist that non'
of our men make a contract that theeompany can't live up to tuny. Any

her?
Doing ths World's Work.
In addition to settling international
disputes peaceably the League of
Nations will provide means for doing
irmeh of the world's work mdra systematically and etrecllvely than can
he done now when each nation if
working only for Itself. The people
you know best and liko best are thos
who work with you on the same job.
It will be the same way with the
nations of the futuro, The more thpy

salesman discovered making an agreement In which Is inserted a clause (jiving the eompany n loophole to escape
from so tilling the contract, will be
Riven ten minutes' notice. This policy
is so well understood that we never
have to enforce the threat. I never
forget that individual friendship) as
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